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‘This is an excellent and highly engaging text. It is clearly written and makes 
good use of real life examples, research fi ndings, case studies and opportuni-
ties for web-based learning. I would certainly recommend this textbook to 
students and HRM professionals alike.’

Rory Donnelly, Manchester Business School

‘This is a compulsory, benchmark text for all students embarking on a course 
in HRM. The focus on skills is excellent and provides students with rich insights 
into the application of HRM in real organisational contexts.  
It is one of the best, contemporary HRM textbooks available.’

Edel Conway, Dublin City University Business School

Written from a practical perspective in a clear and 

engaging style, this book is highly valued as an intro-

duction to HRM for undergraduate, postgraduate and 

professional programmes, including the CIPD diploma.

 Derek Torrington is Emeritus Professor of Management, 

University of Manchester.

Laura Hall and Stephen Taylor are both Senior Lecturers 

in HRM at Manchester Metropolitan University, as well as 

National Examiners for the CIPD.

 

Keeping you at the cutting edge of the fi eld, this market-leading text provides: 

A contemporary and strategic analysis of all the key areas of HRM practice

Over 150 engaging ‘Window on Practice’ illustrations of HRM in action in organisations 
such as Barclays, PricewaterhouseCoopers and Jamie Oliver’s Fifteen

‘Focus on Skills’ sections develop specifi c work-based people management skills, such 
as interviewing for selection and appraisal

And new to this edition:

The latest debates in the fi eld: human capital measurement, the changing HR function, 
and the future of work

The most recent developments in practice: HR information systems, continuous 
professional development, and coaching skills

International examples explore issues that cross national and cultural boundaries
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PART 6

REWARD
26 Strategic aspects of reward

27 Salaries

28 Incentives

29 Pensions and benefits

Part 6 Focus on skills

Interactive skill 6: Negotiation

Part 6 Reward

632

Reward is clearly central to the employment relationship. While there are plenty of people who enjoy
working and who claim that they would not stop working even if they were to win a large sum in a
lottery, most of us work in large part because it is our only means of earning the money we need to
sustain us and our families in the style to which we are accustomed. How much we are paid and in
what form is therefore an issue which matters hugely to us. These questions are also central for the
human resource management function because money spent on salaries, benefits and other forms 
of reward typically accounts for well over half an organisation’s total costs. For commercial
organisations it is thus a major determinant of both profitability and competitive advantage. In the
public sector the cost of rewarding staff is determined by and, in turn helps determine, the level of
taxes that we pay.

For these reasons, to a greater extent than is the case in other areas of HR practice, the
management of reward is heavily constrained by the financial position of the organisation. The aim is
thus to design competitive reward packages which serve to attract, retain and motivate staff, while at
the same time keeping a lid on the costs so as to ensure the organisation’s commercial and financial
viability. This is not an easy task, and it is made harder because of the great significance that
employees themselves attach to their pay, and particularly to the level of pay they receive vis-à-vis
other people. Getting it wrong has major, negative consequences, because it can demotivate in quite
serious ways, leading to the departure of good performers, higher absence levels, less effort and the
deterioration of the organisation’s employee relations climate. Over time, of course, these too serve to
reduce an organisation’s effectiveness and damage its financial performance.

In this part of the book we explore all the major elements that make up the reward package. In
Chapter 27 we will look at how salaries are determined and at how organisations go about deciding
how much each employee should be paid in comparison to others. In Chapter 28 our focus is on
incentives and bonus payments of one kind or another and in Chapter 29 on pensions and benefits.
Before these, in Chapter 26 we ask more general questions about reward practices and consider what
factors need to be taken into account when developing a coherent reward strategy.

Guided tour

Learning objectives enable you to focus on what
you should have learned by the end of the chapter.

NAVIGATION AND SETTING THE SCENE
The book is divided into seven parts, each of which
opens with a visual guide to the chapters and topics 
covered.  

Follow the Web icon in the margin of the text
to find a range of resources on the website
(www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington)
which will help you to check your understanding
of key topics

WE
B

THE CHANGING HR FUNCTION

THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS CHAPTER ARE TO:

1 Identify and explain current models relating to the roles and structure of the HR
function

2 Explore the extent to which the HR function operates strategically

3 Examine the extent of outsourcing and shared services and the benefits and
drawbacks of these approaches

4 Explore the role of line managers in HRM

5 Debate and critique the current developments in HR roles 
and structures

CHAPTER 32

xvi
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SUMMARY PROPOSITIONS

32.1 For many years categorisations of the HR role have been proposed. These include

Tyson and Fell (1985); and Storey (1992). The most recent proposal is from Ulrich

and Brockbank (2005a) who identify these roles: employee advocate; human 

capital developer; strategic partner; functional expert; and leader, with a compound

role.

32.2 Alongside these role definitions a three-legged HR department structure appears to

be evolving: a strategic/business partner group; an administrative/transactional

group, usually comprising shared services, e-HR and/or outsourcing; and a centre

of functional expertise group.

32.3 The strategic partner role has been most attractive to organisations. The extent to

which HR specialists are involved in HR strategy is influenced by the environ-

ment of the business, its culture, the perspective of the chief executive, HR board

membership and the qualities, characteristics and working relationships of the most

senior HR specialist.

32.4 Whilst there have been some early problems with outsourcing, this continues to 

be pursued by many organisations, and often involves cost savings and staff 

reductions.

32.5 Devolution of HR activities to line managers enables HR professionals to focus on

strategic issues. But line managers often do not have the required motivation, skills

or time to carry out HR activities effectively.

32.6 There are concerns that the focus on the business partner role has been at the

expense of the employee champion/advocate role, with the consequence that

employee well-being is compromised.

32.7 The current trends in HR roles and structure are fragmenting the HR function, 

resulting in a lack of integration and consistency, and difficulties in effective 

strategic HR.

GENERAL DISCUSSION TOPICS

1 Does it really matter whether the most senior HR person is on the board of directors, or are
personal work relationships, political alliances and personal track records more important?

2 ‘Outsourcing may be an effective solution in the medium term, but it brings short-term dis-
ruption and long-term damage to organisational capability and success.’ To what extent do
you agree or disagree with this statement?

3 Debate the following comment: ‘There has always been a debate about the extent to which
day-to-day HR activities should be shared between the professional function and the line. In
essence nothing has really changed.’

Part 7 Emerging issues

802

and fishing account for just 200,000 jobs; energy and water for fewer still (see Figure 34.1).
The big growth areas have been in retailing, distribution, hotels and restaurants, finance,
business services, public administration, education and health. Employment in the finan-
cial services sector has grown especially quickly, more than doubling since 1978.

In the most recent years the biggest growth areas in terms of jobs have been in the
public sector. Public sector employment fell during the 1990s. Having peaked at 5.9 mil-
lion in 1991, it reached a ‘low point’ of 5.1 million in 1998 before climbing back to 5.9
million again. Over 300,000 new jobs have been created in the NHS since 1998 and over
200,000 in education. The expansion of local and central government has led to the cre-
ation of 128,000 jobs, a further 45,000 being created in the police service (ONS 2006a, 
p. 26). Another major employment trend since the 1970s has been a substantial growth
in the proportion of people working in small businesses. The small firms sector now
employs 55 per cent of the UK workforce.

831

Chapter 34 The future of work

ACTIVITY 34.1

Why do you think countries such as the UK have seen so great a transformation in

their industrial structure since the 1970s? Why are there so many fewer manufacturing

jobs and so many more jobs in the service sector? Why are organisations so much

more likely to employ small numbers of people than was the case fifty years ago?

(Source: ONS (2006a: 7))

Figure 34.1
Employee jobs:
by industry,
1978 (Quarter
2) and 2005
(Quarter 2) 

xvii

Guided tour

AIDING YOUR UNDERSTANDING
Figures and Tables illustrate key concepts
and processes, visually reinforcing your learning.
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WINDOW ON PRACTICE

Like many fast food chains, Burger King and McDonald’s have found it hard to recruit

managers to run their restaurants. Such workplaces have long suffered from a poor

image in the labour market and lose out as a result in the recruitment of graduates and

junior managerial staff, many of whom would prefer to work pretty well anywhere else.

Burger King reversed its fortunes to a great extent during 2002 and 2003 by running 

a shrewd recruitment advertising campaign rooted in an employer branding exercise.

The advertisements were strikingly designed and printed in colour to attract attention.

A small corporate logo was featured in one corner, but this was dwarfed by slogans

which set out what made working as a Burger King manager distinct. The focus was

on the following:

• The fact that the job was never dull

• The career development opportunities that were available to ambitious people

• The relatively attractive salary package on offer

In the week after the first advertisement was placed in a local paper two hundred

people phoned for further details leading to the appointment of eight new managers.

The company’s equivalent old-style advertisement had only yielded twenty applicants,

none of whom were considered appointable.

McDonald’s has also developed a bold approach to its recent recruitment

campaigns, making good use of the employer branding concept in a bid to rid itself of

the image as a bad employer to work for. As the leading organisation in the fast food

market the company has had to suffer the ignomany of seeing the term ‘McJob’ being

included in the Oxford English Dictionary and being defined as a job which is badly

paid, unstimulating and having few prospects. It has, however, sought to turn this

notoriety to its advantage by running recruitment campaigns which flag up the 

positive aspects of a career with McDonald’s (flexibility, fast career prospects, etc.)

while incorporating the slogan ‘Not bad for a McJob?’ In addition the company has

revamped its selection procedures so that would-be staff at all levels experience a day

working in a restaurant before they are offered a job. This has the twin advantages of

ensuring that they know what to expect and do not accept a job on false premises,

while also helping recruiters to make better-informed judgement about their suitability.

Sources: IRS (2003b) and IRS (2006).

existing employees are made aware of their employer’s brand proposition too as so
much recruitment is carried out informally through word of mouth. Provided the 
message is accurate and provided it is communicated effectively over time, the result 
will be a ‘leveraging of the brand’ as more and more people in the labour market begin
to associate the message with the employer.

Part 2 Resourcing
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Part 5 CASE STUDY PROBLEM

Industrial disputes at British Airways, 1997–2007

British Airways is an international company by any standards and, by 1990, was 

the world’s most popular and most profitable airline, although this position was

compromised after the events of September 2001, which had such a disastrous 

effect on air travel.

Because of its extensive network and the salient position of Heathrow as the

world’s busiest airport, it was relatively straightforward for BA to become the most

popular airline, but achieving high profitability was more difficult. There was

overstaffing and the need for radical measures:

The organisation had a bureaucratic style of management, damaging industrial relations

and a poor reputation for customer service . . . There was a drastic reduction in staff

numbers from 60,000 to 38,000. This was achieved by a combination of voluntary

severance and natural wastage. (Hopfl 1993, p. 117)

In order to maintain market leadership the airline embarked on a famous

programme of staff training to develop commitment to customer service, and the

quality of service to the customer improved markedly, so that British Airways was 

able to maintain its premier position despite ever-increasing competition.

There were, however, mounting problems with the staff as the pressure on margins

continued. In 1996 a strike by pilots was narrowly averted, but 1997 brought one

stoppage and the threat of another.

On 9 July a 72-hour strike by cabin staff began. It was an official stoppage called 

by the Transport and General Workers Union following protracted negotiations and a

ballot among its members working for the airline. According to British Airways only 

142 cabin crew formally joined the strike, but 1,500 (compared with a normal daily

average of 120) reported sick – a novel strategy! The number that reported for work 

as usual was 834.

The management reaction was to announce that all strikers would forfeit travel

perks and promotion prospects for three years. Film was also taken of strikers on

picket lines. The threats were later withdrawn and the filming was stopped. The

situation was complicated by the existence of a rival union, Cabin Crew 89, 

which had broken away from the TGWU in 1989. This union, known as CC89,

supported the management position and all its members worked normally through 

the stoppage.

Another interesting feature of the dispute was reported by The Times:

Focus on skills
appears at the end
of each part, offering
clear guidance and
a range of exercises
to help you develop
the skills required of
a Human Resource
Manager.

Part 4 FOCUS ON SKILLS

INTERACTIVE SKILL 4: COACHING
AND PRESENTATION

A central function of HRM is to enable people to learn. There

are many ways to do this, especially with the development of

technical aids, but here we concentrate on the face-to-face

learning situations of coaching and presentation. Many 

people visualise teaching as a process in which someone

who knows instructs someone who does not; but coaching

is enabling people to learn by a process that goes beyond

simple instruction. Learners frequently have to discover for

themselves, as this is the only way in which they will under-

stand, and they frequently need the assistance of a coach to

be a sounding board for their uncertainties, to point out

things about their performance which they try to ignore 

and to be a wise counsellor in times of difficulty or lack of

confidence.
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xix

This book and its antecedent Personnel Management have been through many editions over

nearly thirty years, and it has steadily evolved in line with the development of the personnel/HR

function and the changing mix of students studying the subject.

We have been very glad to see the number of people buying the book increase year by year

and the steady growth of editions in foreign languages, with Russian, Portuguese and Mandarin

being the latest versions. It is also gratifying to see that the use of the text is equally strong at all

academic levels from specialist masters’, through MBA to all undergraduate and professional

courses, and that it is also being used by many practitioners.

For this seventh edition we have comprehensively updated and revised the material to

encompass legislative changes, emerging issues of professional and academic debate, findings

and commentary from our own recent research into contemporary business practices, and other

recent data and survey findings. Despite adding much new material we have maintained the

same general structure that has been appreciated in the past, taking each of the main functional

areas of HRM in turn. We have also been careful to retain all of the material that regularly

receives special commendation and requests for permission to copy.

We have moved the chapter on the international dimension into the first part of the book 

to reflect its increasing importance and have introduced many more international cases and 

examples, without lessening its main focus on British practice. Parts 3 and 5 have some 

slight reorganisation and we have brought in two new chapters, one on the future of work and

the other on the changing HR function.

We have also increased the level of integration between the book and its companion website

www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington, which has a great deal of supplementary material.

There is a range of assessment material and illustrations, as well as several design features

to assist readers further in using and learning from the text; these include:

• Integrated Window on Practice Boxes provide a range of illustrative material throughout the

text, including examples of real company practice, survey results, anecdotes and quotes, and

court cases.

• Integrated Activity Boxes encourage readers to review and critically apply their under-

standing at regular intervals throughout the text, either by responding to a question or by

undertaking a small practical assignment, individually or as part of a group. In recognition that

this text is used on both professional and academic courses, most of the exercises reflect the

fact that many students will have little or no business experience. Others may appear to

exclude students who are not in employment by asking readers to consider an aspect in their

own organisation; however, the organisation could be a college or university, the students’

union, a political body or sports team.

Preface
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Preface
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Figure P.1
The
Honeycomb 
of HRM

• Discussion Topics: at the end of each chapter there are two or three short questions intended

for general discussion in a tutorial or study group.

• Case Study Problems: at the end of each Part we have included one short case study with

several questions to enable readers to review, link and apply their understanding of the 

previous chapters to a business scenario.

• Web Links are given as appropriate at various points in the text. These are either to the text’s

companion website, where there is a great deal of further material, or to other websites 

containing useful information relating to the topics covered.

• Annotated Readings for each chapter suggest further relevant readings, with guidance on

their value.

• Each Part of the text includes a brief introduction to its scope and purpose.

• Chapter objectives to open and Summary propositions to conclude each chapter set up the

readers’ expectations and review their understanding progressively.

• There are full references at the end of each chapter to aid further exploration of the chapter

material, as required.

• Each Part of the book concludes with a Focus on Skills dealing with the face-to-face situ-

ations that make up a large part of the HR manager’s day, followed by a review of the Part of

the text which they conclude.

• The Website, www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington, has more material, including further case

studies or exercises for each chapter and support for both tutor and student. The HRP exer-

cise is directly referred to in Chapter 3, as this is an integral part of the chapter. This exercise

is a case study giving worked examples of how the techniques have been used.

Figure P.1 represents the contents of this book in the six main parts. After the four-chapter 

introduction in Part 1 come the six parts, which each have the same format: strategic aspects,

operational features and a concluding Focus on skills which highlights an interaction that is 

central to that set of operations. This is the HRM process, a strategic core with operational 

specialist expertise and a strong focus on dealing with people face to face.
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PART 1

INTRODUCTION
1 The nature of human resource management

2 Strategic human resource management

3 Planning: jobs and people

4 The international dimension

Part 1 Focus on skills

Interactive skill 1: Face-to-face skills
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The first part of the book has four chapters and a Focus on skills to

introduce various dimensions of what human resource management

involves. Chapter 1 sets the scene by describing the way in which human

resource management works today and then explains how it has evolved

to its present form over the hundred years of its existence as a separate

function of management. It shows that present-day practice is not only a

response to contemporary business demands and social expectations,

but also an amalgam of different features which built up throughout 

the twentieth century and continue in the twenty-first. Later there is 

a philosophy for human resource management. This is followed by

summaries of major debates in the field. Chapter 2 concentrates on

strategy in human resource management. We see the way in which 

HR specialists make their strategic contribution, drawing a distinction

between a human resource strategy and strategic human resources.

Chapter 3 is different from the others in having a strong focus on the

analytical techniques and processes involved in planning relating to jobs

and people. Understanding issues is an essential feature of HR work, but

careful, systematic analysis is a vital underpinning for all decision and

action. Chapter 4 reviews the international dimension to human resource

management. Earlier versions of the book have had this chapter towards

the end of the book, but we have moved it nearer the beginning because

of its growing significance as a dimension of the work done by almost all

HR specialists. The Part 1 Focus on skills begins a series of treatments 

of the way in which being effective in different face-to-face situations is a

fundamental feature of life for all in human resource management.

Part 1 Introduction

2
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THE NATURE OF HUMAN
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS CHAPTER ARE TO:

1 Review key current developments in human resource management

2 Explain the different ways in which the term ‘human resource management’ is used

3 Set out the main objectives of the human resource function

4 Review the historical evolution of the modern HR function

5 Explain the philosophy of HRM that is adopted in this book

6 Introduce some major current debates in the field of HRM

CHAPTER 1
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Part 1 Introduction

4

Human resource management (HRM) is the basis of all management activity, but it is
not the basis of all business activity. A business may depend fundamentally on having 
a unique product, like the Dyson vacuum cleaner, or on obtaining the necessary fund-
ing, like the London bid to stage the Olympic Games, or on identifying a previously
unnoticed market niche, like Saga Services. The basis of management is always the
same: getting the people of the business to make things happen in a productive way, so
that the business prospers and the people thrive.

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FOR THE TWENTY-
FIRST CENTURY

Businesses are diverse. Prisons, restaurants, oil companies, corner shops, fire brigades,
churches, hotel chains, hospitals, schools, newspapers, charities, doctors’ and dentists’
surgeries, professional sports teams, airlines, barristers’ chambers and universities 
are all businesses in the sense that they have overall corporate missions to deliver and
these have to be achieved within financial constraints. They all need to have their 
human resources managed, no matter how much some of the resourceful humans 
may resent aspects of the management process which limit their individual freedom of
action.

Managing resourceful humans requires a constant balancing between meeting the
human aspirations of the people and meeting the strategic and financial needs of the
business. At times the balance can shift too far in one direction. Through the 1960s 
and 1970s the human aspirations of senior people in companies and public sector opera-
tions tended to produce large staffs, with heavyweight, hierarchical bureaucracies and
stagnant businesses. One consultancy in the 1970s produced monthly comparative data
measuring company success in terms of profitability and the number of employees – the
more the better. At the same time the aspirations of employees lower down in the
bureaucracy tended to maintain the status quo and a concentration on employee benefits
that had scant relevance to business effectiveness. By the end of the twentieth century
financial imperatives had generated huge reactions to this in the general direction of
‘downsizing’ or reducing the number of people employed to create businesses that were
lean, fit and flexible. Hierarchies were ‘delayered’ to reduce numbers of staff and many
functions were ‘outsourced’, so as to simplify the operation of the business, concentrating
on core expertise at the expense of peripheral activities, which were then bought in as
needed from consultants or specialist suppliers. Reducing headcount became a fashion-
able criterion for success.

By the beginning of the twenty-first century the problems of the scales being tipped 
so considerably towards rationalisation were beginning to show. Businesses became
more than slim; some became anorexic. Cost cutting achieved impressive short-tem
results, but it cannot be repeated year after year without impairing the basic viability of
the business. Steadily the number of problem cases mounted. In Britain there was great
public discussion about problems with the national rail network and the shortage of
skilled staff to carry out maintenance and repairs or the lack of trained guards.
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HR managers need to be particularly aware of the risks associated with cost cutting, as
they may be the greatest culprits. The British National Health Service has long been criti-
cised for inefficient use of resources, so large numbers of managers and administrators
have been recruited to make things more efficient. Many of these new recruits are HR
people who may be perceived by health professionals as creating inefficient and costly
controls at the expense of employing more health professionals. We are not suggesting
that these criticisms are necessarily justified, but there are undoubtedly situations in
which the criticisms are justified.

There is now a move towards redressing that balance in search for an equilibrium
between the needs for financial viability and success in the marketplace on the one hand
and the need to maximise human capital on the other.

BUSINESSES, ORGANISATIONS AND HUMAN 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Most books on management and the academic study of management use the term
‘organisation’ as the classifier: organisational behaviour, organisational psychology,
organisational sociology and organisation theory are standard terms because they focus
on the interaction between the organisation as an entity and its people or with the sur-
rounding society. So far we have used the word ‘business’. We will not stick to this
throughout the book, but we have used it to underline the fact that HR people are con-
cerned with the management of resourceful humans not employed within the organisa-
tion as well as those who are. The above criticism of NASA’s complacency was because
they had lost the sense of ownership and responsibility for a human capital input simply
because the people were employed by a different organisation. HR people have to be
involved in the effective management of all the people of the business, not only those
who are directly employed within the organisation itself. We need to remember that
organisation is a process as well as an entity.

5

Chapter 1 The nature of human resource management

WINDOW ON PRACTICE

In February 2003 the Columbia space shuttle disintegrated over Texas during re-entry

to the earth’s atmosphere. All seven crew died. In August an official inquiry was severe

and unequivocal in its condemnation of cost cutting that took no account of safety

requirements. NASA staff had been reduced from 32,000 to 19,000 and its budget had

been cut by 40 per cent. Much of the responsibility for safety had been subcontracted

to Boeing, and NASA’s safety culture had become ‘reactive, complacent and

dominated by unjustified optimism, displaying no interest in understanding a problem

and its implications’.
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Human resource managers administer the contract of employment, which is the legal
basis of the employment relationship, but within that framework they also administer 
a psychological contract for performance. To have a viable business the employer 
obviously requires those who do its work to produce an appropriate and effective per-
formance and the performance may come from employees, but is just as likely to come
from non-employees. A business which seeks to be as lean and flexible as it can needs to
reduce long-term cost commitments and focus its efforts on the activities which are the
basis of its competitive advantage. It may be wise to buy in standard business services,
as well as expertise, from specialist providers. Performance standards can be unambigu-
ously agreed and monitored (although they rarely are), while the contract can be ended
a great deal more easily than is the case with a department full of employees.

We refer to a contract for performance because both parties have an interest in 
performance. The employer needs it from the employee, but an employee also has a 
psychological need to perform, to do well and to fulfil personal needs that for many can
best be met in the employment context. Schoolteachers cannot satisfy their desire to
teach without a school to provide premises, equipment and pupils. A research chemist
can do little without a well-equipped laboratory and qualified colleagues; very few
coach drivers can earn their living unless someone else provides the coach.

DEFINING HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

The term ‘human resource management’ is not easy to define. This is because it is com-
monly used in two different ways. On the one hand it is used generically to describe the
body of management activities covered in books such as this. Used in this way HRM is
really no more than a more modern and supposedly imposing name for what has long
been labelled ‘personnel management’. On the other hand, the term is equally widely
used to denote a particular approach to the management of people which is clearly 
distinct from ‘personnel management’. Used in this way ‘HRM’ signifies more than an
updating of the label; it also suggests a distinctive philosophy towards carrying out 
people-oriented organisational activities: one which is held to serve the modern busi-
ness more effectively than ‘traditional’ personnel management. We explore the substance
of these two meanings of human resource management in the following paragraphs,
referring to the first as ‘HRM mark 1’ and the second as ‘HRM mark 2’.

Part 1 Introduction

6

ACTIVITY 1.1

We use the word ‘organisation’ to describe an entity when we are describing the 

place where we work (‘my organisation’), a particular business enterprise (‘Shell is 

an international organisation’) or as a general term to describe undertakings (‘over 

200 organisations were represented at the conference’). Organisation as a process

describes how something is done (‘the organisation of the conference was very

efficient’; ‘the project failed due to poor organisation’). Think of examples of HR work

which are organisation as a process.
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HRM mark 1: the generic term

The role of the human resource functions is explained by identifying the key objectives
to be achieved. Four objectives form the foundation of all HR activity.

Staffing objectives

Human resource managers are first concerned with ensuring that the business is 
appropriately staffed and thus able to draw on the human resources it needs. This
involves designing organisation structures, identifying under what type of contract dif-
ferent groups of employees (or subcontractors) will work, before recruiting, selecting
and developing the people required to fill the roles: the right people, with the right skills
to provide their services when needed. There is a need to compete effectively in the
employment market by recruiting and retaining the best, affordable workforce that is
available. This involves developing employment packages that are sufficiently attract-
ive to maintain the required employee skills levels and, where necessary, disposing of
those judged no longer to have a role to play in the organisation. The tighter a key
employment market becomes, the harder it is to find and then to hold on to the people
an organisation needs in order to compete effectively. In such circumstances increased
attention has to be given to developing competitive pay packages, to the provision of
valued training and development opportunities and to ensuring that the experience of
working in the organisation is, as far as is possible, rewarding and fulfilling.

Performance objectives

Once the required workforce is in place, human resource managers seek to ensure that
people are well motivated and committed so as to maximise their performance in their
different roles. Training and development has a role to play, as do reward systems to
maximise effort and focus attention on performance targets. In many organisations, par-
ticularly where trade unions play a significant role, human resource managers negotiate
improved performance with the workforce. The achievement of performance objectives
also requires HR specialists to assist in disciplining employees effectively and equitably
where individual conduct and/or performance standards are unsatisfactory. Welfare func-
tions can also assist performance by providing constructive assistance to people whose
performance has fallen short of their potential because of illness or difficult personal 
circumstances. Last but not least, there is the range of employee involvement initiatives
to raise levels of commitment and to engage employees in developing new ideas. It is
increasingly recognised that a key determinant of superior competitive performance is a
propensity on the part of an organisation’s employees to demonstrate discretionary effort.
Essentially this means that they choose to go further in the service of their employer than
is strictly required in their contracts of employment, working longer hours perhaps,
working with greater enthusiasm or taking the initiative to improve systems and rela-
tionships. Willingness to engage in such behaviour cannot be forced by managers. But
they can help to create an environment in which it is more likely to occur.

Change-management objectives

A third set of core objectives in nearly every business relates to the role played by the
HR function in effectively managing change. Frequently change does not come along in

7
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readily defined episodes precipitated by some external factor. Instead it is endemic and
well-nigh continuous, generated as much by a continual need to innovate as from defin-
able environmental pressures. Change comes in different forms. Sometimes it is merely
structural, requiring reorganisation of activities or the introduction of new people into
particular roles. At other times cultural change is sought in order to alter attitudes,
philosophies or long-present organisational norms. In any of these scenarios the HR
function can play a central role. Key activities include the recruitment and/or develop-
ment of people with the necessary leadership skills to drive the change process, the
employment of change agents to encourage acceptance of change and the construction
of reward systems which underpin the change process. Timely and effective employee
involvement is also crucial because ‘people support what they help to create’.

Administration objectives

The fourth type of objective is less directly related to achieving competitive advantage,
but is focused on underpinning the achievement of the other forms of objective. In part
it is simply carried out in order to facilitate an organisation’s smooth running. Hence
there is a need to maintain accurate and comprehensive data on individual employees, a
record of their achievement in terms of performance, their attendance and training
records, their terms and conditions of employment and their personal details. However,
there is also a legal aspect to much administrative activity, meaning that it is done
because the business is required by law to comply. Of particular significance is the
requirement that payment is administered professionally and lawfully, with itemised
monthly pay statements being provided for all employees. There is also the need to make
arrangements for the deduction of taxation and national insurance, for the payment 
of pension fund contributions and to be on top of the complexities associated with
Statutory Sick Pay and Statutory Maternity Pay, as well as maternity and paternity
leave. Additional legal requirements relate to the monitoring of health and safety systems
and the issuing of contracts to new employees. Accurate record keeping is central to
ensuring compliance with a variety of newer legal obligations such as the National
Minimum Wage and the Working Time Regulations. HR professionals often down-
grade the significance of effective administration, seeking instead to gain for them-
selves a more glamorous (and usually more highly paid) role formulating policy and
strategy. This is a short-sighted attitude. Achieving excellence (i.e. professionalism and
cost effectiveness) in the delivery of the basic administrative tasks is important as an 
aim in itself, but it also helps the HR function in an organisation to gain and maintain
the credibility and respect that are required in order to influence other managers in the
organisation.

Part 1 Introduction

8

ACTIVITY 1.2

Each of the four types of HR objective is important and necessary for organisations in

different ways. However, at certain times one or more can assume greater importance

than the others. Can you identify types of situation in which each could become the

most significant or urgent?
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Delivering HRM objectives

The larger the organisation, the more scope there is to employ people to specialise in
particular areas of HRM. Some, for example, employ employee relations specialists to
look after the collective relationship between management and employees. Where there
is a strong tradition of collective bargaining, the role is focused on the achievement of
satisfactory outcomes from ongoing negotiations. Increasingly, however, employee rela-
tions specialists are required to provide advice about legal developments, to manage
consultation arrangements and to preside over employee involvement initiatives.

Another common area of specialisation is in the field of training and development.
Although much of this is now undertaken by external providers, there is still a role 
for in-house trainers, particularly in management development. Increasingly the term
‘consultant’ is used instead of ‘officer’ or ‘manager’ to describe the training specialist’s
role, indicating a shift towards a situation in which line managers determine the training
they want rather than the training section providing a standardised portfolio of courses.
The other major specialist roles are in the fields of recruitment and selection, health,
safety and welfare, compensation and benefits and human resource planning.

In addition to the people who have specialist roles there are many other people who are
employed as human resources or personnel generalists. Working alone or in small teams,
they carry out the range of HR activities and seek to achieve all the objectives outlined above.
In larger businesses generalists either look after all personnel matters in a particular divi-
sion or are employed at a senior level to develop policy and take responsibility for HR issues
across the organisation as a whole. In more junior roles, human resource administrators
and assistants undertake many of the administrative tasks mentioned earlier. It is increas-
ingly common for organisations to separate the people responsible for undertaking rou-
tine administration and even basic advice from those employed to manage case work, 
to develop policies and to manage the strategic aspects of the HR role. In some cases 
the administrative work is outsourced to specialist providers, while in others a shared
services model has been established whereby a centralised administrative function is dis-
tinguished from decentralised teams of HR advisers working as part of management
teams in different divisions. Figure 1.1 summarises the roles and objectives of HRM.

Most HR practitioners working at a senior level are now professionally qualified, having
secured membership of the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD). The
wide range of elective subjects which can now be chosen by those seeking qualification
through the Institute’s examinations has made it as relevant to those seeking a specialist
career as to those who prefer to remain in generalist roles. However, many smaller busi-
nesses do not need, or cannot afford, HR managers at all. They may use consultants or the
advisory services of university departments. They may use their bank’s computer to process
the payroll, but there is still a human resource dimension to their managers’ activities.
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ACTIVITY 1.3

Which of the various HR roles described above would you be most interested in

undertaking? The generalist role, a specialist role or perhaps that of a consultant or

subcontractor?

What are the main reasons for your choice?
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HRM mark 2: a distinctive approach to the management 
of people

The second meaning commonly accorded to the term ‘human resource management’
denotes a particular way of carrying out the range of activities discussed above. Under
this definition, a ‘human resource management approach’ is something qualitatively dif-
ferent from a ‘personnel management approach’. Commentators disagree, however,
about how fundamental a shift is signified by a movement from personnel management
to human resource management. For some, particularly those whose focus of interest is
on the management of collective relationships at work, the rise of HRM in the last two
decades of the twentieth century represented something new and very different from the
dominant personnel management approach in earlier years. A particular theme in their
work is the contention that personnel management is essentially workforce centred,
while HRM is resource centred. Personnel specialists direct their efforts mainly at the
organisation’s employees; finding and training them, arranging for them to be paid,
explaining management’s expectations, justifying management’s actions, satisfying
employees’ work-related needs, dealing with their problems and seeking to modify man-
agement action that could produce an unwelcome employee response. The people who
work in the organisation are the starting point, and they are a resource that is relatively
inflexible in comparison with other resources, like cash and materials.

Although indisputably a management function, personnel management is not totally
identified with management interests. Just as sales representatives have to understand
and articulate the aspirations of the customers, personnel managers seek to understand
and articulate the aspirations and views of the workforce. There is always some degree
of being in between management and the employees, mediating the needs of each to 
the other.

Part 1 Introduction
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Figure 1.1
HRM roles and
objectives
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HRM, by contrast, is directed mainly at management needs for human resources (not
necessarily employees) to be provided and deployed. Demand rather than supply is the
focus of the activity. There is greater emphasis on planning, monitoring and control,
rather than mediation. Problem solving is undertaken with other members of manage-
ment on human resource issues rather than directly with employees or their representa-
tives. It is totally identified with management interests, being a general management
activity, and is relatively distant from the workforce as a whole. David Guest (1987)
emphasises the differences between the two approaches in his model illustrating ‘stereo-
types of personnel management and human resource management’ (see Figure 1.2).

An alternative point of view, while recognising the differences, downplays the signifi-
cance of a break between personnel and human resources management. Such a conclu-
sion is readily reached when the focus of analysis is on what HR/personnel managers
actually do, rather than on the more profound developments in the specific field of 
collective employee relations. Legge (1989 and 1995) concludes that there is very little
difference in fact between the two, but that there are some differences that are import-
ant; first, that human resource management concentrates more on what is done to 
managers than on what is done by managers to other employees; second, that there is a
more proactive role for line managers; and, third, that there is a top management
responsibility for managing culture – all factors to which we return later in the book.
From this perspective, human resource management can simply be seen as the most
recent mutation in a long line of developments that have characterised personnel man-
agement practice as it evolved during the last century. Below we identify four distinct
stages in the historical development of the personnel management function. HRM, as
described above, is a fifth. On the companion website there is a journalist’s view of con-
temporary HRM to which we have added some discussion questions.

THE EVOLUTION OF PERSONNEL AND HR MANAGEMENT

Theme 1: social justice

The origins of personnel management lie in the nineteenth century, deriving from the
work of social reformers such as Lord Shaftesbury and Robert Owen. Their criticisms
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Personnel Human resource 
management management

Time and planning Short term, reactive, Long term, proactive, 
perspective ad hoc, marginal strategic, integrated

Psychological contract Compliance Commitment

Control systems External controls Self-control

Employee relations Pluralist, collective, Unitarist, individual, 
perspective low trust high trust

Preferred structures/ Bureaucratic/mechanistic, Organic, devolved, 
systems centralised, formal flexible roles

defined roles

Roles Specialist/professional Largely integrated into line 
management

Evaluation criteria Cost minimisation Maximum utilisation (human 
asset accounting)

Figure 1.2
Personnel
versus HRM
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of the free enterprise system and the hardship created by the exploitation of workers by
factory owners enabled the first personnel managers to be appointed and provided the
first frame of reference in which they worked: to ameliorate the lot of the workers. Such
concerns are not obsolete. There are still regular reports of employees being exploited
by employers flouting the law, and the problem of organisational distance between deci-
sion makers and those putting decisions into practice remains a source of alienation
from work.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries some of the larger employers with
a paternalist outlook began to appoint welfare officers to manage a series of new initia-
tives designed to make life less harsh for their employees. Prominent examples were the
progressive schemes of unemployment benefit, sick pay and subsidised housing provided
by the Quaker family firms of Cadbury and Rowntree, and the Lever Brothers’ soap
business. While the motives were ostensibly charitable, there was and remains a business
as well as an ethical case for paying serious attention to the welfare of employees. This
is based on the contention that it improves commitment on the part of staff and leads
potential employees to compare the organisation favourably vis-à-vis competitors. The
result is higher productivity, a longer-serving workforce and a bigger pool of applicants
for each job. It has also been argued that a commitment to welfare reduces the scope 
for the development of adversarial industrial relations. The more conspicuous welfare
initiatives promoted by employers today include employee assistance schemes, childcare
facilities and health-screening programmes.

Theme 2: humane bureaucracy

The second phase marked the beginnings of a move away from a sole focus on welfare
towards the meeting of various other organisational objectives. Personnel managers
began to gain responsibilities in the areas of staffing, training and organisation design.
Influenced by social scientists such as F.W. Taylor (1856–1915) and Henri Fayol (1841–
1925) personnel specialists started to look at management and administrative processes
analytically, working out how organisational structures could be designed and labour
deployed so as to maximise efficiency. The humane bureaucracy stage in the develop-
ment of personnel thinking was also influenced by the Human Relations School, which
sought to ameliorate the potential for industrial conflict and dehumanisation present 
in too rigid an application of these scientific management approaches. Following the
ideas of thinkers such as Elton Mayo (1880–1949), the fostering of social relationships
in the workplace and employee morale thus became equally important objectives for
personnel professionals seeking to raise productivity levels.

Theme 3: negotiated consent

Personnel managers next added expertise in bargaining to their repertoire of skills. In
the period of full employment following the Second World War labour became a scarce
resource. This led to a growth in trade union membership and to what Allan Flanders,
the leading industrial relations analyst of the 1960s, called ‘the challenge from below’.
Personnel specialists managed the new collective institutions such as joint consultation
committees, joint production committees and suggestion schemes set up in order to
accommodate the new realities. In the industries that were nationalised in the 1940s,
employers were placed under a statutory duty to negotiate with unions representing

Part 1 Introduction
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employees. To help achieve this, the government encouraged the appointment of personnel
officers and set up the first specialist courses for them in the universities. A personnel
management advisory service was also set up at the Ministry of Labour, which still sur-
vives as the first A in ACAS (the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service).

Theme 4: organisation

The late 1960s saw a switch in focus among personnel specialists, away from dealing
principally with the rank-and-file employee on behalf of management, towards dealing
with management itself and the integration of managerial activity. This phase was char-
acterised by the development of career paths and of opportunities within organisations
for personal growth. This too remains a concern of personnel specialists today, with 
a significant portion of time and resources being devoted to the recruitment, develop-
ment and retention of an elite core of people with specialist expertise on whom the 
business depends for its future. Personnel specialists developed techniques of manpower
or workforce planning. This is basically a quantitative activity, boosted by the advent of
information technology, which involves forecasting the likely need for employees with
different skills in the future.

Theme 5: human resource management

This has already been explained in the previous pages.

Theme 6: a ‘new HR’?

Some academic writers have recently begun to argue that we are now witnessing the
beginning of a new sixth stage in the evolution of personnel/HR work. While there is by
no means a clear consensus about this point of view, it is notable that leading thinkers
have identified a group of trends which they believe to be sufficiently dissimilar, as a
bundle, from established practices to justify, at the very least, a distinct title. Bach (2005,
pp. 28–9) uses the term ‘the new HR’ to describe ‘a different trajectory’ which he believes
is now clearly discernible. A number of themes are identified, including a global per-
spective and a strong tendency for issues relating to legal compliance to move up the HR
management agenda and to occupy management time. Bach also sees as significant the
increased prevalence of multi-employer networks which he calls ‘permeable organiza-
tions’. Here, instead of employees having a single, readily defined employer, there may
be a number of different employers, or at least more than one organisation which exer-
cises a degree of authority over their work. Such is the case when organisational bound-
aries become blurred, as they have a tendency to in the case of public-private partnerships,
agency working, situations where work is outsourced by one organisation to another,
joint ventures and franchises, and where strong supply chains are established consisting
of smaller organisations which are wholly or very heavily reliant on the custom of a 
single large client corporation.

In each of these cases ‘the new HR’ amounts to a change of emphasis in response to
highly significant long-term trends in the business environment. It is therefore legitimate
to question the extent to which it really represents anything genuinely ‘new’ as far as HR
practice is concerned. However, in addition, Bach and others draw attention to another
development which can be seen as more novel and which does genuinely represent ‘a 
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different trajectory’. This is best summarised as an approach to the employment rela-
tionship which views employees and potential employees very much as individuals 
or at least small groups rather than as a single group and which seeks to engage them
emotionally. It is associated with a move away from an expectation that staff will
demonstrate commitment to a set of corporate values which are determined by senior
management and towards a philosophy which is far more customer focused. Customers
are defined explicitly as the ultimate employers and staff are empowered to act in such
a way as to meet their requirements. This involves encouraging employees to empathise
with customers, recruiting, selecting and appraising them according to their capacity to
do so. The approach now infuses the corporate language in some organisations to the
extent that HR officers refer to the staff and line managers whom they ‘serve’ as their
‘internal customers’, a client group which they aim to satisfy and which they survey 
regularly as a means of establishing how far this aim is in fact being achieved. The prac-
tice of viewing staff as internal customers goes further still in some organisations with
the use of HR practices that borrow explicitly from the toolkit of marketing specialists.
We see this in the widespread interest in employer branding exercises (see Chapter 7)
where an organisation markets itself in quite sophisticated ways, not to customers and
potential customers, but to employees and potential employees.

Gratton (2004) shows how highly successful companies such as Tesco go further still
in categorising job applicants and existing staff into distinct categories which summarise
their principal aspirations as far as their work is concerned in much the same way that
organisations seek to identify distinct market segments to use when developing, design-
ing, packaging and marketing products and services. Such approaches aim to provide an
‘employment proposition’ which it is hoped will attract the right candidates, allow the
appointment of highly effective performers, motivate them to provide excellent levels of
service and subsequently retain them for a longer period of time.

Lepak and Snell (2007) also note a move in HR away from ‘the management of jobs’
and towards ‘the management of people’, which includes the development of employ-
ment strategies that differ for different groups of employees. Importantly this approach
recognises the capacity that most people have to become emotionally engaged in their
work, with their customers, with their colleagues and hence (if to a lesser extent) with
their organisations. The employment relationship is not just a transactional one in which
money is earned in exchange for carrying out a set of duties competently, but also a rela-
tional one which involves emotional attachments. The ‘new HR’ understands this and
seeks to manage people accordingly.

Part 1 Introduction
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ACTIVITY 1.4

Lynda Gratton (2004) reports that Tesco used the following five ‘identities’ to

categorise its staff. The way that they are managed and the reward packages that are

available to them can thus be tailored so as to be more appropriate to the needs and

aspirations of each individual:

• work-life balancers

• want it all
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HRM AND THE ACHIEVEMENT OF ORGANISATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS

For the past decade the theme that has dominated the HR research agenda has been the
study of links between HR practices and organisational effectiveness. Throughout the
book we make reference to this research in the context of different HR activities, but it
is helpful briefly to set out at the start how what happens in the field of HR impacts on
an organisation’s ability to meet its objectives.

What those objectives are will vary depending on the type of organisation and its situ-
ation. For most businesses operating in the private sector the overriding long-term
objective is the achievement and maintenance of competitive advantage, by which is
meant a sustained period of commercial success vis-à-vis its principal competitors. For
others, however, ensuring survival is a more pressing objective. In the public and volunt-
ary sectors notions of competition and survival are increasingly present too, but here
organisational effectiveness is primarily defined in terms of meeting a service need as
cost efficiently as possible and to the highest achievable standard of quality. Meeting
government-set targets is central to the operation of many public sector organisations,
as is the requirement to ensure that the expectations of users are met as far as is pos-
sible. For all sizeable organisations there is also a need to foster a positive long-term 
corporate reputation. Developing such a reputation can take many years to achieve, but
without care it can be lost very quickly with very damaging results. In particular organ-
isations need to maintain a strong reputation for sound management in the financial
markets. This enables them to raise money with relative ease when they need to and also
helps to ensure that managers of investment funds and financial advisers see them or
their shares as desirable places to put their clients’ money. The maintenance of a posi-
tive reputation in the media is also an important objective as this helps to maintain and
grow the customer base. In this context corporate ethics and social responsibility are
increasingly significant because they are becoming more prominent factors in deter-
mining the purchasing decisions of consumers. The HR function should play a significant
role in helping to achieve each of these dimensions of organisational effectiveness.

The contribution of the HR function to gaining competitive advantage involves
achieving the fundamental aims of an organisation in the field of people management
more effectively and efficiently than competitor organisations. These aims were dis-
cussed above – mobilising a workforce, maximising its performance, managing change
effectively and striving to achieve excellence in administration.
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• pleasure seekers

• live to work

• work to live

Which of these categories best describes you as far as your present employment is

concerned? What about friends and members of your family? Choose any two of the

categories and think about in what ways it would make sense to manage people in

each group differently from one another.
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The contribution of the HR function to maintaining competitive advantage involves
recognising the significance of the organisation’s people as an effective barrier prevent-
ing would-be rivals from expanding their markets into territory that the organisation
holds. The term human capital is more and more used in this context to signify that the
combined knowledge and experience of an organisation’s staff is a highly significant
source of competitive advantage largely because it is difficult for competitors to replicate
easily. Attracting, engaging, rewarding, developing and retaining people effectively is
thus vital. Failing to do so enables accumulated human capital to leak away into the
hands of competitors, reducing the effectiveness of commercial defences and making it
harder to maintain competitive advantage.

Fostering a positive reputation among would-be investors, financial advisers and
financial journalists is also an aspect of organisational effectiveness to which the HR
function makes a significant contribution. Key here is the need to reassure those whose
job it is to assess the long-term financial viability of the organisation that it is com-
petently managed and is well placed to meet the challenges that lie ahead in both the
short and the longer term. The ability to attract and retain a strong management team
is central to achieving this aspect of organisational effectiveness, as is the ability of the
organisation to plan for the future by having in place effective succession planning
arrangements and robust systems for the development of the skills and knowledge that
will be key in the future. Above all, financial markets need to be assured that the organ-
isation is stable and is thus a safe repository for investors’ funds. The work of Stevens
and his colleagues (2005) is helpful in this context. They conceive of the whole human
resource contribution in terms of the management of risk, the aim being to ensure 
that an organisation ‘balances the maximisation of opportunities and the minimisation 
of risks’.

Finally, the HR function also plays a central role in building an organisation’s 
reputation as an ethically or socially responsible organisation. This happens in two 
distinct ways. The first involves fostering an understanding of and commitment to 
ethical conduct on the part of managers and staff. It is achieved by paying attention 
to these objectives in recruitment campaigns, in the criteria adopted for the selection 
of new employees and the promotion of staff, in the methods used to develop people 
and in performance management processes. The second relates to the manner in which
people are managed. A poor ethical reputation can be gained simply because an organ-
isation becomes known for treating its staff poorly. In recent years well-known fast 
food chains in the UK have suffered because of their use of zero hours contracts, while
several large multinationals have had their reputations stained by stories in the media
about the conditions under which their employees in developing countries are required
to work.

DEBATES IN HRM

The world in which human resource managers exist and with which they interact is 
continually changing, generating new issues and conundrums to consider. While in most
cases managers have a fair degree of choice about how to deal with new ideas and new
sets of circumstances, the choices themselves are often difficult. Our final task in this
opening chapter is to introduce readers to a number of these issues in general terms. All
raise themes to which we will return at various stages later in the book.

Part 1 Introduction
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In one way or another all the major debates that occupy HR professionals, analysts
and commentators concern the appropriate response to the major trends which are
evolving in our business environment. But people differ in their analysis of the extent
and nature of these developments and this colours their ideas about whether or not 
radical change in the way that people are managed is or is not appropriate. Here we can
usefully distinguish between three separate fields of debate.

The first is concerned with understanding and conceptualising the nature of current
responses. How are organisations dealing with the issues that they face in terms of the
management of their people? Are they developing new approaches that differ funda-
mentally from those that have been established for some time or are we witnessing a
more steady, considered evolution of practice?

The second field of debate concerns what HR managers should be doing. Are new or
radical changes in policy and practice necessary? Or is the correct response to environ-
mental developments the further refinement of more familiar approaches? Further
debate concerns the extent to which the answer to these questions is broadly the same
for all employing organisations or whether it differs quite profoundly from industry to
industry or firm to firm.

A third debate is oriented towards longer-term future developments. Many believe
and have argued persuasively that we are currently witnessing changes in our business
environment which are as fundamental and significant as those which accompanied the
industrial revolution two hundred years ago. They further argue that the world of work
which will emerge in future decades will be wholly different in major respects from that
we currently inhabit. It follows that those organisations which ‘see the future’ most
clearly and change accordingly stand to gain most. But are these predictions really 
accurate? Could the analysis on which they are built be faulty in key respects?

Of course it is also possible to ask rather different kinds of questions about the HR
practices that are being, will be or should be developed, which in turn lead us to engage
in various types of debate. Some, for example, focus exclusively on the requirements of
the organisation and the search for competitive advantage. What can the HR function
do that will maximise organisational growth, effectiveness and efficiency? However,
many also like to think more broadly and to concern themselves with the impact of
employment practice on the workforce and on society in more general terms. Hence we
also engage in debates that are essentially ethical in nature or which have a prominent
moral, sociological or political dimension.

Key environmental developments

The major trends in our contemporary business environment are well understood, well
documented and uncontroversial. People differ, though, in their understanding of the
speed of change and of the extent to which all organisations are or will be affected. 
As far as product markets are concerned the big trend is towards ever more intense 
competitive pressures, leading some to argue that we are now entering the era of hyper-
competition (Sparrow 2003, p. 371). This is being driven by two major developments,
the significance of which has increased considerably in recent years.

First, we are witnessing moves towards the globalisation of economic activity on a
scale that has not been experienced before in human history. More and more the 
markets for the goods and products we sell are international, which means of course
that competition for those markets as well as our established ones is also increasingly
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becoming international. Large organisations that were able to dominate national markets
a decade or two ago (many owned and operated by governments) are now mainly 
privately owned and faced with vastly more competition from similar organisations
based all over the world. This has led to consolidation through the construction of
global corporations and strategic alliances whose focus in terms of people management
is also international.

The second major antecedent of hyper-competition is technology, which moves 
forward at an ever-accelerating pace year by year. Developments in information tech-
nology, energy production, chemical engineering, laser technology, transportation and
biotechnology are in the process of revolutionising the way that many industries 
operate. It is partly the sheer pace of change and the need for organisations to stay 
ahead of this very fast-moving game which drives increased competition. Being the first
to develop and make efficient use of new technologies is the means by which many
organisations maintain their competitive position and can thus grow and prosper.

But IT, and in particular the growth of e-business, is significant too because it has 
the potential vastly to increase the number of competitors that any one organisation
faces. This is because it makes it much easier for customers and potential customers to
compare what a particular organisation can offer in terms of price and quality with
what others can offer.

What does this mean in practical terms from the point of view of the HR manager?
First, it means that practices continually have to be developed which have the effect of
enhancing an organisation’s competitive position. Ways need to be found of improving
quality and of bringing to market attractive new products and services, while at the
same time ensuring that the organisation remains competitive in terms of its cost base.
Second, it means that a good deal of volatility is the norm and that change, often of a
profound nature, is something that people working in organisations must expect and 
be ready for. So a capacity for organisational flexibility has become central to the
achievement and maintenance of competitive advantage. Third, there are direct practical
outcomes. For example, HR managers have to learn how to manage an international
workforce effectively and how best to attract, retain and develop and motivate people
with those relatively scarce skills that are essential if an organisation is effectively to 
harness and deploy evolving technologies.

For the HR manager, however, unlike colleagues in other areas of management,
responding to product market developments is only part of what is needed. Other major
environmental trends are equally important and must also be understood and built into
decision making. There are two areas that are particularly important:

• labour market trends

• the evolution of employment regulation

Developments in the labour market are significant partly in terms of the numbers of 
people and skills available, and partly in terms of attitudes towards work and the work-
place. Major developments appear to be occurring in both these areas. Many industries,
for example, have found themselves facing skills shortages in recent years. The impact
varies from country to country depending on relative economic prosperity, but most
organisations in the UK have seen a tightening of their key labour markets in recent
years. Unemployment levels have remained low, while demographic trends have created
a situation in which more older people are retiring than younger people are entering the
job market. There are all kinds of implications. For a start, employers are having to
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make themselves more attractive to employees than has been necessary in recent years.
No longer can they simply assume that people will seek work with them or seek to remain
employed with them. In a tight labour market individuals have more choice about where
and when they work, and do not need to put up with a working environment in which
they are unhappy. If they do not like their jobs there are more opportunities for them to
look elsewhere. So organisations are increasingly required to compete with one another
in labour markets as well as in product markets. This has implications for policy in 
all areas of HRM, but particularly in the areas of reward, employee development and
recruitment.

Labour market conditions along with other social trends serve to shape the attitudes
of people towards their work. In order to mobilise and motivate a workforce, HR man-
agers must be aware of how these are changing and to respond effectively. One of the
most significant trends in recent years, for example, has been a reduced interest on the
part of employees in joining trade unions and taking part in their activities. A more 
individualistic attitude now prevails in the majority of workplaces, people focusing on
themselves and their own career development rather than standing in solidarity with 
fellow workers. Another well-documented trend is the increased desire for employees to
achieve a better balance between their home and work lives and their increased willing-
ness to seek out employers who can provide this.

The growth in the extent and complexity of employment regulation is a third area
which HR managers are obliged to grasp and the elements of which they must imple-
ment in their organisations. Prior to 1970, with one or two exceptions, there was no
statutory regulation of the employment relationship in the UK. An individual’s terms
and conditions of employment were those that were stated in the contract of employ-
ment and in any collective agreements. The law did not intervene beyond providing
some basic health and safety protection, the right to modest redundancy payments and
a general requirement on employers and employees to honour the contractual terms
agreed when the employment began. Since 1970 this situation has wholly changed. The
individual contract of employment remains significant and can be enforced in court 
if necessary, but there has been added to this a whole range of statutory rights which
employers are obliged to honour. The most significant are in the fields of health and
safety, equal pay, unlawful discrimination and unfair dismissal. Much recent new law
such as that on working time, family-friendly rights, consultation and discrimination on
grounds of sexual orientation, age and belief has a European origin, and a great deal
more can be expected in the years ahead.

Debates about how HR managers are and should be responding to these various
trends form the focus of much of what follows in this book and you will find a much
more detailed treatment of some in other chapters. The international dimension, for
example, is discussed in Chapter 4 and ethical matters in Chapter 30. We focus on the
work-life balance in Chapter 31, on labour market trends in Part 2 and on regulatory
matters in Part 5. Below we briefly set out the main contours of three specific debates
that have a general relevance to many of the topic areas we discuss later.

The psychological contract

According to many, one consequence of these evolving environmental pressures is a
significant and fundamental change in what has become known as ‘the psychological
contract’. This refers to the expectations that employees have about the role that they
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play and about what the employer is prepared to give them in return. Whereas a legal
contract of employment sets out terms and conditions of employment, remuneration
arrangements and the basic rules which are to govern the employment relationship, 
the psychological contract concerns broad expectations about what each party thinks it
will gain from the relationship. By its nature the psychological contract is not a written
document. Rather, it exists entirely within people’s heads. But this has not prevented
researchers from seeking to pin it down and to track the extent to which we are 
witnessing ongoing change in established psychological contracts.

While people disagree about the extent to which this change has in fact occurred,
there is general agreement about the phenomenon itself and the notion that an ‘old’ 
psychological contract to which generations of employees have become accustomed is
being superseded to some extent by a ‘new’ psychological contract which reflects the
needs of the present business environment. From the employee perspective we can sum
up the old psychological contract as follows:

I will work hard for and act with loyalty towards my employer. In return I expect to be

retained as an employee provided I do not act against the interests of the organisation. 

I also expect to be given opportunities for development and promotion should

circumstances make this possible.

By contrast, the new psychological contract takes the following form:

I will bring to my work effort and creativity. In return I expect a salary that is appropriate

to my contribution and market worth. While our relationship may be short term, I will

remain for as long as I receive the developmental opportunities I need to build my

career.

A switch from the ‘old’ approach to the ‘new’ involves employers giving less job secur-
ity and receiving less loyalty from employees in return. Instead, employees are given
developmental opportunities and are expected to give the employer flexibility. The whole
perception of the employment relationship on both sides is thus radically different.
Moreover, moving from old psychological contracts towards new ones is a problematic
process that involves managers ‘breaching’ the established deal. This is likely to lead to
dissatisfaction on the part of employees who are affected and to some form of collective
industrial action in unionised settings.

The big question is how far has a change of this nature actually occurred? Are we
really witnessing a slow decline in the old psychological contract and its replacement by
the new one, or have reports of its death been exaggerated? On this issue there is a great
deal of disagreement. Many researchers claim to have found evidence of substantial
change in many industries, particularly as regards reduced employee loyalty (e.g. Coyle-
Shapiro and Kessler 2000, Maguire 2002). Yet others, notably Guest and Conway in
their many studies conducted on behalf of the Chartered Institute of Personnel and
Development (CIPD), have found relatively little evidence of any change in the state 
of the psychological contract. Their findings (e.g. Guest and Conway 2000 and 2001)
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suggest that while some change has occurred in the public sector, perceptions closer to
the ‘old’ psychological contract remain a great deal more common than those associated
with the ‘new’ approach.

It is difficult to reach firm conclusions about why these very marked differences of
opinion exist. It is possible that the old psychological contract remains intact for most
people, but that a significant minority, particularly managers and some public sector
workers, have had to adjust to profound change. It is also possible that organisations
have tried to move away from the old approach towards the new one, but have found 
it difficult to take their employees with them and have thus sought other methods of
increasing their competitiveness. A third possibility, suggested by Atkinson (2003), is
that the differences in the conclusions people reach about this issue derive from the
methodologies they adopt when studying it. She argues that large-scale studies which
involve sending questionnaires to employees have tended to report little change in the
state of the psychological contract, while smaller-scale studies based on interviews with
managers and trade union officials tend to report the opposite.

Best practice versus best fit

The debate between best practice and best fit is an interesting one of general significance
which has consequences across the field of HRM. As well as being a managerial issue it
concerns one of the most significant academic controversies in the HR field at present.
At root it is about whether or not there is an identifiable ‘best way’ of carrying out HR
activities which is universally applicable. It is best understood as a debate between two
schools of thought, although in practice it is quite possible to take a central position
which sees validity in both the basic positions.

Adherents of a best practice perspective argue that there are certain HR practices and
approaches to their operation which will invariably help an organisation in achieving
competitive advantage. There is therefore a clear link between HR activity and business
performance, but the effect will only be maximised if the ‘right’ HR policies are pursued.
A great deal of evidence has been published in recent years, using various methodo-
logies, which appears to back up the best practice case (e.g. Pfeffer 1994; Huselid 1995;
Wood and Albanese 1995; Delery and Doty 1996; Fernie and Metcalf 1996; Patterson et
al. 1998; Guest and Conway 2000). While there are differences of opinion on questions
of detail, all strongly suggest that the same basic bundle of human resource practices or
general human resource management orientation tends to enhance business perform-
ance in all organisations irrespective of the particular product market strategy being
pursued. According to David Guest this occurs through a variety of mechanisms:
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ACTIVITY 1.5

How would you characterise your current psychological contract at work? To what

extent and in what ways does it differ from psychological contracts you have

experienced in previous jobs or from those of your friends and family?
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human resource practices exercise their positive impact by (i) ensuring and enhancing

the competence of employees, (ii) by tapping their motivation and commitment, and 

(iii) by designing work to encourage the fullest contribution from employees. Borrowing

from elements of expectancy theory (Vroom 1964, Lawler 1971), the model implies that

all three elements should be present to ensure the best outcome. Positive employee

behaviour should in turn impact upon establishment level outcomes such as low absence,

quit rates and wastage, as well as high quality and productivity. (Guest 2000, p. 2)

The main elements of the ‘best practice bundle’ that these and other writers identify are
those which have long been considered as examples of good practice in the HRM field.
They include the use of the more advanced selection methods, a serious commitment to
employee involvement, substantial investment in training and development, the use of
individualised reward systems and harmonised terms and conditions of employment as
between different groups of employees.

The alternative ‘best fit’ school also identifies a link between human resource man-
agement practice and the achievement of competitive advantage. Here, however, there
is no belief in the existence of universal solutions. Instead, all is contingent on the par-
ticular circumstances of each organisation. What is needed is HR policies and practices
which ‘fit’ and are thus appropriate to the situation of individual employers. What is
appropriate (or ‘best’) for one will not necessarily be right for another. Key variables
include the size of the establishment, the dominant product market strategy being 
pursued and the nature of the labour markets in which the organisation competes. It is
thus argued that a small organisation which principally achieves competitive advantage
through innovation and which competes in very tight labour markets should have in
place rather different HR policies than those of a large firm which produces low-
cost goods and faces no difficulty in attracting staff. In order to maximise competitive
advantage, the first requires informality combined with sophisticated human resource
practices, while the latter needs more bureaucratic systems combined with a ‘low 
cost – no frills’ set of HR practices.

The best fit or contingency perspective originated in the work of Joan Woodward and
her colleagues at Imperial College in the 1950s. In recent years it has been developed and
applied to contemporary conditions by academics such as Randall Schuler and Susan
Jackson, John Purcell and Ed Lawler. In addition, a number of influential models have
been produced which seek to categorise organisational contingencies and suggest what
mix of HR practices is appropriate in each case. Examples are those of Miles and Snow
(1978), Fombrun et al. (1984) and Sisson and Storey (2000) – a number of which we look
at in more detail in Chapter 2.

To a great extent the jury is still out on these questions. Interestingly, however, some
subfields in HRM are dominated by best practice thinking, while others broadly accept best
fit assumptions. A good example of the former is employee selection (see Chapter 8),
where for decades researchers have debated which of the various selection methods that
can be used (interviews, psychometric tests, assessment centres, etc.) is ‘best’ in terms 
of its predictive validity. An example of the latter is the field of reward management 
(see Part 6) where no single best approach has yet to be identified, it being generally
accepted that different situations require different types of reward package to be pro-
vided. When it comes to research on the HR function as a whole proponents of both the
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‘best practice’ and ‘best fit’ perspectives can draw on bodies of empirical evidence to
back up their respective positions and so the debate continues.

The future of work

Debates about what will happen in the future are inevitably speculative and impossible
to prove one way or the other, but a great deal of attention and government research
funding is currently being devoted to this issue. It matters a great deal from a public 
policy point of view because judgements about employers’ human resource needs in the
future must determine decisions about education and training now. Government actions
in the fields of economic policy, employment legislation and immigration are also
affected. We review these debates in detail in Chapter 34. Our purpose here is to 
summarise some of the key arguments that are put so that you can appreciate their 
relevance as you read our book.

A good starting point is the work of influential writers such as Charles Handy (1994
and 2001), Jeremy Rifkin (1995) and Susan Greenfield (2003). In different ways they
have argued that the product market forces identified above will lead in future decades
to the emergence of a world of work which is very different in many respects from that
which most in western industrialised countries currently experience. Both the type of
work we do and the nature of our contractual arrangements will, it is argued, change
profoundly as we complete our journey out of the industrial era and into a new post-
industrial age.

The first consequence will be a marked shift towards what is described as knowledge
work. In the future, it is claimed, most people will be employed, in one way or another,
to carry out tasks which involve the generation, interpretation, processing or applica-
tion of knowledge. Automation and the availability of cheaper labour in developing
countries will see further declines in much manufacturing activity, requiring the western
economies to create wealth from the exploitation of scientific and technological advances.
It follows that many more people will be employed for their specialist knowledge and
that far fewer routine jobs will exist than is currently the case. Demand for professional
and technical people will increase, while demand for manual and lower-skilled workers
will decrease. It also means that competitive advantage from an employer’s perspective
will derive from the capacity to create and deploy knowledge more effectively than 
others can.

The second major claim that is made is that the ‘job’ as we have come to know it 
will become rarer and rarer. In the future many fewer people will occupy defined jobs 
in organisations. Instead we will tend increasingly to work on a self-employed basis 
carrying out specific, time-limited projects for organisations. This is inevitable, so the
argument goes, in a highly volatile business climate. Organisations simply will not be able
to offer long-term guarantees of work and so will be forced to stop offering contracts of
employment in the way that they currently do. The future is therefore bleak for people
who want job security, but bright for those who are happy working for many employers
and periodically re-educating themselves for a new type of career.

In many respects these arguments are persuasive. They are based on a rational 
analysis of likely developments in the business environment as globalisation and tech-
nological advances further evolve. They remain, however, highly controversial and are
increasingly subject to challenge by researchers who argue that change on this kind of
scale is not currently happening and will not happen in the near future.
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A prominent critic of the views expressed by the predictors of radical change is Peter
Nolan (see Nolan 2001 and Nolan and Wood 2003), who argues that the case is often
overstated to a considerable degree:

Change is evident, to be sure, but the shifts in the patterns and rhythms of work are not

linear, pre-determined by technology or, as some writers have uncritically assumed,

driven by universal trends in market globalisation. (Nolan and Wood 2003, p. 165)

Instead, according to Nolan and his colleagues, we are witnessing the resolute continua-
tion of established approaches and some reversal of trends that began to develop in the
1980s and 1990s but which have since petered out. Job tenure in the UK, for example,
has risen significantly in recent years while the proportion of people employed on fixed-
term contracts and a self-employed basis has either fallen or remained broadly stable.
While we are seeing a slow growth in the proportion of people employed in professional
and scientific roles (from 34 per cent to 37 per cent in the 1990s), there is no fall occur-
ring in the number of lower-skilled jobs. Indeed, the proportion of people employed in
relatively low-skilled jobs in the service sector is growing quickly. Critics of Handy and
the other futurologists have thus identified a gap between a rhetoric which emphasises
fundamental change and a reality which gives little support to the view that we are in
the process of shaping a ‘new world of work’.

These different conceptions of the future may well derive from a preference for a
focus on different types of environmental development. A reading of the major con-
temporary product market trends can easily lead to predictions of radical change. The
twin forces of technological advance and globalisation do indeed point to a transforma-
tion of many aspects of our lives. But trends in employment are equally determined 
by developments in the labour market and regulatory environments. These suggest a
strong preference on the part of both employees and law makers for a continuation of
traditional approaches towards employment.

Part 1 Introduction
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WINDOW ON PRACTICE

Flexicurity in Denmark

Government intervention is commonly seen as a barrier blocking the creation of

flexible labour markets such as those that it is argued are necessary if the western

economies are to thrive in an increasingly volatile and knowledge-driven business

environment. Labour market regulation serves to slow down progress towards a world

of work in which most people are self-employed or employed on a series of short-term

contracts for different organisations. In fact, as Madsen (2003) shows, the Danish

experience appears to show that the opposite is the case.

Denmark has the highest level of employee turnover in Europe (30 per cent on

average in recent years). It also has a very high level of job turnover, between 10 per
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A PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

The philosophy of human resource management that is the basis of this book has been
only slightly modified since it was first put forward in 1979 (Torrington and Chapman
1979, p. 4). Despite all the changes in the labour market and in the government approach
to the economy, this seems to be the most realistic and constructive approach, based on the
earlier ideas of Enid Mumford (1972) and McCarthy and Ellis (1973). The original was:

Personnel management is most realistically seen as a series of activities enabling

working man and his employing organisation to reach agreement about the nature 

and objectives of the employment relationship between them, and then to fulfil those

agreements. (Torrington and Chapman 1979, p. 4)

Our definition for the fifth and sixth editions in 2002 and 2005 was:

Human resource management is a series of activities which: first enables working 

people and the organisation which uses their skills to agree about the objectives and

nature of their working relationship and, secondly, ensures that the agreement is fulfilled.

(Torrington, Hall and Taylor 2005, p. 14)
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cent and 15 per cent of its jobs disappearing each year and being replaced with 

new ones. Around a quarter of the Danish workforce finds itself unemployed for 

some portion of every year, while as many as 10 per cent of the country’s people 

are employed on fixed-term contracts. The proportion of small and medium-sized

enterprises is also the highest in Europe. Economically, Denmark is a success story.

Inflation has been low for a decade, overall unemployment rates are well below those

of other major EU economies and growth has been stronger. In short, Denmark

appears to be a good deal further down the road to the kind of ‘future world of 

work’ envisaged by Charles Handy than the other EU countries.

The major reason for this appears to be the Danish social security system, which 

is very generous in comparison with those of other countries. It is relatively easy 

to dismiss people (although less easy than in the UK), but people who do find

themselves out of work suffer a great deal less in financial terms than equivalents

elsewhere. They are, however, obliged as a condition of receiving benefit to take 

part in government-sponsored retraining and educational programmes. It is this 

highly sophisticated and expensive unemployment benefit system that seems to have

allowed Denmark to develop highly flexible labour markets. It means that people are

more willing to take on insecure roles and that employers are less concerned than 

they are elsewhere to avoid redundancies at all costs.
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This remains our philosophy. Only by satisfying the needs of the individual contributor
will the business obtain the commitment to organisational objectives that is needed 
for organisational success, and only by contributing to organisational success will indi-
viduals be able to satisfy their personal employment needs. It is when employer and
employee – or business and supplier of skills – accept that mutuality and reciprocal
dependence that human resource management is exciting, centre stage and productive of
business success. Where the employer is concerned with employees only as factors of
production, personnel management is boring and a cost that will always be trimmed.
Where employees have no trust in their employer and adopt an entirely instrumental 
orientation to their work, they will be fed up and will make ineffectual the work of any
HR function.

SUMMARY PROPOSITIONS

1.1 Human resource management is fundamental to all management activity.

1.2 It is possible to identify two distinct definitions of the term ‘human resource manage-

ment’. The first describes a body of management activities, while the second signifies

a particular approach to carrying out those activities.

1.3 Human resource managers are concerned with meeting four distinct sets of organ-

isational objectives: staffing, performance, change management and administration.

1.4 HRM activities are carried out in various ways through various forms of organisational

structure. In some larger organisations HR generalists work alongside specialists in

particular HR disciplines.

1.5 Human resource management can be characterised as one of the more recent in a

series of incarnations that personnel practitioners have developed since the origins of

the profession over 100 years ago.

1.6 The HRM function contributes to the achievement of different dimensions of organ-

isational effectiveness. Prominent are the gaining and maintaining of competitive

advantage, the fostering of a positive standing in financial markets and the develop-

ment of a reputation for corporate social responsibility.

1.7 Most current debates about human resource management in general focus on the

extent and nature of the responses needed in the face of developments in the busi-

ness environment.

1.8 Three of the most prominent current debates focus on the nature of the psycho-

logical contract, the relative wisdom of the ‘best fit’ and ‘best practice’ approaches 

and predictions about the future of work.

1.9 The philosophy of human resource management in this book is that it is a series of

activities which: first, enables working people and the business which uses their skills

to agree about the nature and objectives of their working relationship; and, second,

ensures that the agreement is fulfilled.

Part 1 Introduction
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GENERAL DISCUSSION TOPICS

1 How do you understand the suggestion that the contract of employment is gradually changing
to a contract for performance?

2 The philosophy of HRM set out in this chapter makes no reference to the customer. David
Ulrich, a professor at Michigan Business School, believes that it is important to refocus HR
activities away from the firm towards the customer so that suppliers, employees and customers
are woven together into a value-chain team. What difference do you think that would make?

3 How far do you think it is possible to agree with both the ‘best fit’ and ‘best practice’ perspect-
ives on HRM? In what ways are they compatible with each other?

FURTHER READING

British Journal of Industrial Relations (Vol. 41, No. 2).
The special edition, published in June 2003, was devoted to research on and debates about the
future of work. Many leading writers in the field contributed articles which set out the first
findings from a major national research project that has involved 22 universities.

Legge, K. (1995) Human Resource Management: Rhetorics and Realities. London: Macmillan.
This provides a rigorous discussion of the differences between personnel management and HRM,
as well as introducing and considering a series of other debates about the nature of HRM and its
purpose for organisations.

Sparrow, P. and Cooper, C. (2003) The Employment Relationship: Key Challenges for HR.
London: Butterworth-Heinemann.
Bach, S. (2005) ‘Personnel Management in Transition’ in S. Bach (ed.), Managing Human
Resources: Personnel management in transition. Oxford: Blackwell.
Two excellent introductions to the major issues facing HR managers in the current business 
environment. The psychological contract and the evolution of new organisational structures are
particularly well covered by Sparrow and Cooper, globalisation and employment restructuring 
by Bach.
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STRATEGIC HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT

THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS CHAPTER ARE TO:

1 Clarify the use of the terms strategic human resource management and
human resource strategy, and arrive at workable definitions of each

2 Explain the feasibility and nature of the link between business strategy and 
HR strategy

3 Evaluate three theoretical perspectives on the nature of HR strategy and show 
how each expresses a different view on how the contribution of people to the
organisation might be understood and enhanced

CHAPTER 2
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Chapter 2 Strategic human resource management

There is a strong lobby propounding the view that human resources are the source of
competitive advantage for the business, rather than, say, access to capital or use of tech-
nology. It is therefore logical to suggest that attention needs to be paid to the nature of
this resource and its management as this will impact on human resource behaviour and
performance and consequently the performance of the organisation. Indeed Boxall and
Steeneveld (1999) argue that there is no need to prove the relationship between firm per-
formance and labour management as it is self-evident that the quality of human resource
management is a critical influence on the performance of the firm. It is not, therefore,
surprising that the rhetoric of strategic human resource management has been readily
adopted, especially as a strategic approach is considered to be one of the characteristics
of HRM as opposed to personnel management, which is seen as operational. In the 
most recent Workplace Employment Relations Survey (WERS) it was found that 87 per
cent of workplaces with a strategic plan included some issues relating to employment
relations (broadly defined) (Kersley et al. 2006).

STRATEGIC HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND
HUMAN RESOURCE STRATEGY

Our understanding of HR strategy has changed considerably since strategy first became
the subject of great attention. We have moved from viewing strategy as a physical docu-
ment to seeing it as an incremental process, affected by political influences and gener-
ating learning. Tyson’s (1995) definition of human resource strategy is a useful starting
point, although somewhat limited, as will be seen from our later discussion:

the intentions of the corporation both explicit and covert, toward the management of 

its employees, expressed through philosophies, policies and practices. (Tyson 1995)

This definition is helpful because research on human resource strategy in the early
1980s tended to focus on seeking an HR strategy document in order to determine
whether there was a strategic approach to HR and what that approach was. This was
rather like searching for the Holy Grail. Not surprisingly few complete HR strategies
were found and HR specialists berated themselves for having failed in this critical 
area. Gradually the thinking changed to encompass a view that HR strategy need not 
be written on a piece of paper or need not, indeed, be explicit, as the Tyson quotation
illustrates. Further developments in thinking began to accept the idea that strategies 
are neither finished, nor complete, but rather incremental and piecemeal. There is 
compelling evidence to suggest that strategic HR tends to be issue based rather than the
formulation of a complete and integrated strategy (for example, Grundy 1998; Hall and
Torrington 1998). Strategic thinking, strategic decision making and a strategic orienta-
tion (for example, Hunt and Boxall 1998) were gradually understood as much more 
realistic expectations.

In parallel with this thinking there were developments in the general strategy literature
which viewed strategy as a process which was not necessarily rational and top down,
but a political and evolutionary process (see, for example, Mintzberg 1994). Mintzberg
argues that strategy is ‘formed’ rather than ‘formulated’ and that any intended strategy
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is changed by events, opportunities, the actions of employees and so on – so that the
realised strategy is different from the initial vision. Strategy, Mintzberg argues, can only
be identified in retrospect and, as Boxall and Purcell (2003) suggest, is best seen in the
ultimate behaviour of the organisation. Wrapped up in this view is also the idea that
strategy is not necessarily determined by top management alone but can be influenced
‘bottom up’, as ideas are tried and tested in one part of the organisation and gradually
adopted in a wholesale manner if they are seen to be applicable and successful. This 
is not to say that producing a strategy is an unhelpful act, and indeed research carried
out by PriceWaterhouseCoopers indicated that those organisations with a written 
HR strategy generated 35 per cent greater revenues per employee than those without
(Higginbottom 2002).

This leads on to the concept of strategy as learning both in content and in process
(see, for example, Senge 1990; Pedler et al. 1991), which is supported by the notion 
of strategy as a process of change (see, for example, Hendry and Pettigrew 1992).
Literature draws out the need to sense changes in the environment, develop a resultant
strategy and turn this strategy into action. While the HR function has often found itself
excluded from the strategy formation process, HR strategy has more often been seen in
terms of the implementation of organisational strategies. However, implementation of
HR strategy has been weak, at best. Among the qualities of the most successful organ-
isations is the ability to turn strategy into action quickly (Ulrich 1998), in other words
to implement the chosen strategy (Grensing-Pophel 1999), and Guest (1987) maintained
that the capability to implement strategic plans is an important feature of successful
HRM. However, a lack of attention to the implementation of HR strategy has been
identified (Beaumont 1992; Lundy and Cowling 1996; Skinner and Mabey 1997), and the
information that does exist suggests that this is a problematic area. Legge (1995) main-
tained that the evidence of implementation of HR strategies was patchy and sometimes
contradictory, and Skinner and Mabey (1997) found that responsibility for implementa-
tion was unclear, with only 54 per cent of respondents, in organisations with an HR
director, perceiving that the HR function played a major part in implementation. In
their research Kane and Palmer (1995) found that the existence of an HR strategy was
only a minor influence on the HR policies and procedures that were used. Frameworks
such as the HR scorecard (Becker et al. 2001) are aimed, at least in part, at facilitating
the management and implementation of HR architecture (‘the sum of the HR function,
the broader HR system, and the resulting employee behaviors’, p. 1) as a strategic asset,
and we look at this in more detail in Chapter 33.

One organisation where the HR function has had a major role to play in the successful
implementation of HR strategy is Kwik-Fit Financial Services. The overriding strategic
purpose was to make the organisation ‘a fantastic place to work’ and this led to initia-
tives focusing on improving the working environment and encouraging employees to
bring their whole selves to work (Griffiths 2006). There are further details in a case study
on the website www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington.

THE LINK BETWEEN BUSINESS AND HR STRATEGY

The nature, desirability and feasibility of the link between business strategy and HR
strategy is a consistent theme which runs through the strategy literature, although, as we
shall discuss later, some theories suggest that implementing ‘best practice’ in HRM is
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even more important than this. Figure 2.1 is a simple model that is useful in visualising
different ways in which this relationship may be played out and has relevance for the
newer conceptions of strategy based on the resource-based view of the firm, as well as
earlier conceptions.

In the separation model (A) there is no relationship at all, if indeed organisational 
and human resource strategy does exist in an explicit form in the organisation. This is 
a typical picture of twenty years ago, but it still exists today, particularly in smaller
organisations.

The fit model (B) represents a growing recognition of the importance of people in the
achievement of organisational strategy. Employees are seen as key in the implementa-
tion of the declared organisational strategy, and human resource strategy is designed to
fit with this. Some of the early formal models of human resource strategy, particularly
that proposed by Fombrun et al. (1984), concentrate on how the human resource strategy
can be designed to ensure a close fit, and the same approach is used in the Schuler and
Jackson example in Table 2.1.

This whole approach depends on a view of strategy formulation as a logical rational
process, which remains a widely held view. The relationship in the fit model is exem-
plified by organisations which cascade their business objectives down from the senior

Figure 2.1
Potential
relationships
between
organisational
strategy and
HR strategy
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management team through functions, through departments, through teams and so on.
Functions, for example, have to propose a functional strategy which enables the organ-
isational strategy to be achieved. Departments have to propose a strategy which enables
the functional strategy to be achieved, and so on. In this way the HR function (as with
any other) is required to respond to organisational strategy by defining a strategy which
meets organisational demands.

The dialogue model (C) takes the relationship one step further, as it recognises the
need for two-way communication and some debate. What is demanded in the organisa-
tion’s strategy may not be viewed as feasible and alternative possibilities need to be
reviewed. The debate, however, is often limited, as shown in the example in the Window
on practice which follows.

The holistic model and the HR-driven model (D and E) show a much closer involve-
ment between organisational and human resource strategy.

The holistic model (D) represents the people of the organisation being recognised as
the key to competitive advantage rather than just the way of implementing organisa-
tional strategy. In other words HR strategy is not just the means for achieving business
strategy (the ends), but an end in itself. Human resource strategy therefore becomes 
critical and, as Baird et al. (1983) argued, there can be no strategy without human
resource strategy. Boxall (1996) develops this idea in relation to the resource-based firm,
and argues convincingly that business strategy can usefully be interpreted as more broad
than a competitive strategy (or positioning in the marketplace). In this case business
strategy can encompass a variety of other strategies including HRM, and he describes
these strategies as the pieces of a jigsaw. This suggests mutual development and some
form of integration, rather than a slavish response to a predetermined business strategy.

Part 1 Introduction
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WINDOW ON PRACTICE

In one large multinational organisation an objectives-setting cascade was put in place.

This cascade allowed for a dialogue between the planned organisation strategy and

the response of each function. In the organisation strategy there was some emphasis

on people growth and development and job fulfilment. The HR Department’s response

included among other things an emphasis on line management involvement in these

areas, which would be supported by consultancy help from the HR Department.

The top management team replied to this by asking the HR Department to add a

strategic objective about employee welfare and support. The HR Department strongly

argued that this was a line management responsibility, along with coaching,

development and so on. The HR Function saw its customers as the managers of the

organisation, not the employees. The result of the debate was that the HR Function

added the strategic objective about employee welfare.

Although the approach in this case appeared two-way, the stronger of the parties

was the management team, and they were determined that their vision was the one

that would be implemented!
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The HR-driven model (E) offers a more extreme form, which places human resource
strategy in prime position. The argument here is that if people are the key to com-
petitive advantage, then we need to build on our people strengths. Logically, then, as the
potential of our employees will undoubtedly affect the achievement of any planned
strategy, it would be sensible to take account of this in developing our strategic 
direction. Butler (1988/89) identifies this model as a shift from human resources as the
implementors of strategy to human resources as a driving force in the formulation of the
strategy. Again this model is a reflection of a resource-based strategic HRM perspective,
and sits well with the increasing attention being given to the notion of ‘human capital’
where it is the collective nature and quality of the people in the organisation which 
provide the potential for future competitive advantage (see, for example, Lengnick-Hall
and Lengnick-Hall 2003).

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES OF STRATEGIC HUMAN
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Three theoretical approaches to strategic HRM can be identified. The first is founded on
the concept that there is ‘one best way’ of managing human resources in order to
improve business performance. The second focuses on the need to align employment
policies and practice with the requirements of business strategy in order that the latter
will be achieved and the business will be successful. This second approach is based on
the assumption that different types of HR strategies will be suitable for different types
of business strategies. Third, a more recent approach to strategic HRM is derived 
from the resource-based view of the firm, and the perceived value of human capital. This
view focuses on the quality of the human resources available to the organisation and
their ability to learn and adapt more quickly than their competitors. Supporters of this
perspective challenge the need to secure a mechanistic fit with business strategy and
focus instead on long-term sustainability and survival of the organisation via the pool of
human capital.

Universalist approach

The perspective of the universalist approach is derived from the conception of human
resource management as ‘best practice’, as we discussed in Chapter 1. In other words 
it is based on the premise that one model of labour management – a high-commitment

ACTIVITY 2.1

• Which of these approaches to human resource strategy most closely fits your

organisation? (If you are a full-time student read one or two relevant cases in

People Management and interpret these as ‘your organisation’.)

• Why did you come to this conclusion?

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of the approach used?
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model – is related to high organisational performance in all contexts, irrespective of 
the particular competitive strategy of the organisation. An expression of this approach
can be seen in Guest’s theory of HRM, which is a prescriptive model based on four HR
policy goals: strategic integration, commitment, flexibility and quality. These policy
goals are related to HRM policies which are expected to produce desirable organisa-
tional outcomes.

Guest (1989) describes the four policy goals as follows:

• Strategic integration – ensuring that HRM is fully integrated into strategic planning,
that HRM policies are coherent, and that line managers use HRM practices as part
of their everyday work.

• Commitment – ensuring that employees feel bound to the organisation and are 
committed to high performance via their behaviour.

• Flexibility – ensuring an adaptable organisation structure, and functional flexibility
based on multiskilling.

• Quality – ensuring a high quality of goods and services through high-quality, flexible
employees.

Guest sees these goals as a package – all need to be achieved to create the desired
organisational outcomes, which are high job performance, problem solving, change,
innovation and cost effectiveness; and low employee turnover, absence and grievances.

Clarity of goals gives a certain attractiveness to this model – but this is where the
problems also lie. Whipp (1992) questions the extent to which such a shift is possible,
and Purcell (1991) sees the goals as unattainable. The goals are also an expression of
human resource management, as opposed to personnel management, and as such bring
us back to the debate about what human resource management really is and the inher-
ent contradictions in the approach (Legge 1991, 1995). Ogbonna and Whipp (1999)
argue that internal consistency within such a model is extremely difficult to achieve
because of such contradictions (for example the tension between flexibility and com-
mitment). Because the prescriptive approach brings with it a set of values, it suggests
that there is only one best way and this is it. Although Guest (1987) has argued that 
there is no best practice, he also encourages the use of the above approach as the route
to survival of UK businesses.

Pfeffer (1994) and Becker and Gerhart (1996) are well-known exponents of this view.
While there is some support for this perspective, there remains some debate as to which
particular human resource practices will stimulate high commitment. We consider this
perspective in more depth in Chapter 11 on Strategic aspects of performance. 

Falling somewhere between the universalist approach and the fit approach is the
Harvard model of HRM. This model, produced by Beer et al. (1984), is analytical rather
than prescriptive. The model, shown in Figure 2.2, recognises the different stakeholder
interests that impact on employee behaviour and performance, and also gives greater
emphasis to factors in the environment that will help to shape human resource strategic
choices – identified in the Situational factors box. Poole (1990) also notes that the model
has potential for international or other comparative analysis, as it takes into account 
different sets of philosophies and assumptions that may be operating.

Although Beer et al.’s model is primarily analytical, there are prescriptive elements
leading to some potential confusion. The prescription in Beer et al.’s model is found in
the HR outcomes box, where specific outcomes are identified as universally desirable.

Part 1 Introduction
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Fit or contingency approach

The fit or contingency approach is based on two critical forms of fit. The first is external
fit (sometimes referred to as vertical integration) – that HR strategy fits with the demands
of business strategy; the second is internal fit (sometimes referred to as horizontal 
integration) – that all HR policies and activities fit together so that they make a coherent
whole, are mutually reinforcing and are applied consistently. One of the foundations of
this approach is found in Fombrun et al. (1984), who proposed a basic framework for
strategic human resource management, shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. Figure 2.3 repres-
ents the location of human resource management in relation to organisational strategy,
and you should be able to note how the Fit model (B) is used (see Figure 2.1). Figure 2.4
shows how activities within human resource management can be unified and designed
in order to support the organisation’s strategy.

The strength of this model is that it provides a simple framework to show how selec-
tion, appraisal, development and reward can be mutually geared to produce the required
type of employee performance. For example, if an organisation required cooperative
team behaviour with mutual sharing of information and support, the broad implications
would be:

• Selection: successful experience of teamwork and sociable, cooperative personality;
rather than an independent thinker who likes working alone.

Figure 2.2 The Harvard framework for human resource management (Source: Adapted 

with permission of The Free Press, a Division of Simon & Schuster, Inc., from Managing Human Assets by 

Michael Beer, Bert Spector, Paul R. Lawrence, D. Quinn Mills, Richard E. Walton. New York: The Free Press.

Copyright © 1984 by The Free Press.)
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Figure 2.3 Strategic management and environmental pressures (Source: C. Fombrun, N.M. Tichy

and M.A. Devanna (1984) Strategic Human Resource Management, p. 35. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 

© John Wiley and Sons Inc., 1984. Reprinted by permission of John Wiley and Sons, Inc.)

Figure 2.4 The human resource cycle (Source: C. Fombrun, N.M. Tichy and M.A. Devanna (1984)

Strategic Human Resource Management, p. 41. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc. © John Wiley and 

Sons Inc., 1984. Reprinted by permission of John Wiley and Sons, Inc.)
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• Appraisal: based on contribution to the team, and support of others; rather than 
individual outstanding performance.

• Reward: based on team performance and contribution; rather than individual 
performance and individual effort.

There is little doubt that this type of internal fit is valuable. However, questions have
been raised over the model’s simplistic response to organisation strategy. The question
‘what if it is not possible to produce a human resource response that enables the required
employee behaviour and performance?’ is never addressed. So, for example, the distance
between now and future performance requirements, the strengths, weaknesses and
potential of the workforce, the motivation of the workforce and employee relations
issues are not considered.

This model has been criticised because of its dependence on a rational strategy 
formulation rather than on an emergent strategy formation approach; and because 
of the nature of the one-way relationship with organisational strategy. It has also been
criticised owing to its unitarist assumptions, as no recognition is made for employee
interests and their choice of whether or not to change their behaviour.

Taking this model and the notion of fit one step further, human resource strategy has
been conceived in terms of generating specific employee behaviours. In the ideal form of
this there would be analysis of the types of employee behaviour required to fulfil a pre-
determined business strategy, and then an identification of human resource policies and
practices which would bring about and reinforce this behaviour. A very good example
of this is found in Schuler and Jackson (1987). They used the three generic business
strategies defined by Porter (1980) and for each identified employee role behaviour and
HRM policies required. Their conclusions are shown in Table 2.1.

Similar analyses can be found for other approaches to business strategy, for example
in relation to the Boston matrix (Purcell 1992) and the developmental stage of the organ-
isation (Kochan and Barocci 1985). Some human resource strategies describe the
behaviour of all employees, but others have concentrated on the behaviour of Chief
Executives and senior managers; Miles and Snow (1984), for example, align appropri-
ate managerial characteristics to three generic strategies of prospector, defender and
analyser. The rationale behind this matching process is that if managerial attributes 
and skills are aligned to the organisational strategy, then a higher level of organisational
performance will result. There is little empirical evidence to validate this link, but work
by Thomas and Ramaswamy (1996) does provide some support. They used statistical
analysis to investigate if there was a match between manager attributes and skills in
organisations with either a defender or a prospector strategy in 269 of the Fortune 500
companies in the United States. They found an overall statistical relationship between
manager attributes and strategy. Taking the analysis a step further they then compared
30 organisations which were misaligned with 30 which were aligned and found that per-
formance in the aligned companies (whether prospector or defender) was statistically
superior. While this work can be criticised, it does provide an indication of further
research which can be developed to aid our understanding of the issues. Sanz-Valle et al.
(1999) found some partial support for the Schuler and Jackson model in terms of the link
between business strategy and HR practices, but they did not investigate the implica-
tions of this link for organisational performance. The types of strategies described above
are generic, and there is more concentration in some organisations on tailoring the
approach to the particular needs of the specific organisation.
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Strategy

1 Innovation

2 Quality 
enhancement

3 Cost reduction

Source: R.S. Schuler and S.E. Jackson (1987) ‘Linking competitive strategies with human resource management
practices’, Academy of Management Executive, No. 3, August. Reproduced with permission of the Academy of
Management.

Table 2.1
Business
strategies, and
associated
employee role
behaviour and
HRM policies

Employee role behaviour

A high degree of creative behaviour

Longer-term focus

A relatively high level of co-
operative, interdependent
behaviour

A moderate degree of concern for
quality

A moderate concern for quantity;
an equal degree of concern for
process and results

A greater degree of risk taking; a
higher tolerance of ambiguity and
unpredictability

Relatively repetitive and predictable
behaviours

A more long-term or intermediate
focus

A moderate amount of co-
operative, interdependent
behaviour

A high concern for quality

A modest concern for quantity of
output

High concern for process: low risk-
taking activity; commitment to the
goals of the organisation

Relatively repetitive and predictable
behaviour

A rather short-term focus

Primarily autonomous or individual
activity

Moderate concern for quality

High concern for quantity of output

Primary concern for results; low
risk-taking activity; relatively high
degree of comfort with stability

HRM policies

Jobs that require close interaction and
coordination among groups of individuals

Performance appraisals that are more likely
to reflect longer-term and group-based
achievements

Jobs that allow employees to develop skills
that can be used in other positions in the
firm

Compensation systems that emphasise
internal equity rather than external or
market-based equity

Pay rates that tend to be low, but that 
allow employees to be stockholders and
have more freedom to choose the mix of 
components that make up their pay package

Broad career paths to reinforce the
development of a broad range of skills

Relatively fixed and explicit job descriptions

High levels of employee participation in
decisions relevant to immediate work
conditions and the job itself

A mix of individual and group criteria for
performance appraisal that is mostly short
term and results orientated

A relatively egalitarian treatment of
employees and some guarantees of
employment security

Extensive and continuous training and
development of employees

Relatively fixed and explicit job descriptions
that allow little room for ambiguity

Narrowly designed jobs and narrowly
defined career paths that encourage
specialisation, expertise and efficiency

Short-term results-orientated performance
appraisals

Close monitoring of market pay levels for
use in making compensation decisions

Minimal levels of employee training and
development
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Many human resource strategies aim not just to target behaviour, but through
behaviour change to effect a movement in the culture of the organisation. The target is,
therefore, to change the common view of ‘the way we do things around here’ and to
attempt to manipulate the beliefs and values of employees. There is much debate as to
whether this is achievable.

We have previously recounted some of the concerns expressed about Fombrun et al.’s
specific model; however, there is further criticism of the fit or matching perspective as a
whole. Grundy (1998) claims that the idea of fit seems naive and simplistic. Ogbonna
and Whipp (1999) argue that much literature assumes that fit can be targeted, observed
and measured and there is an underlying assumption of stability. Given that most com-
panies may have to change radically in response to the environment, any degree of fit
previously achieved will be disturbed. Thus, they contend that fit is a theoretical ideal
which can rarely be achieved in practice. Boxall (1996) criticises the typologies of com-
petitive advantage that are used, arguing that there is evidence that high-performing
firms are good ‘all rounders’; the fact that strategy is a given and no account is taken of
how it is formed or by whom; the assumption that employees will behave as requested;
and the aim for consistency, as it has been shown that firms use different strategies for
different sections of their workforce.

However, in spite of the criticisms of this perspective, it is still employed in both the
academic and practitioner literature – see, for example, Holbeche’s (1999) book entitled
Aligning Human Resources and Business Strategy.

A further form of fit which we have not mentioned so far is cultural fit, and the
Window on Practice, below, demonstrates this aspect.
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WINDOW ON PRACTICE

The influence of national culture on human resource
management strategies

Fields and his colleagues (2006) investigated whether, under similar conditions,

organisations in different cultural contexts would strategically respond in a different

manner. They compared US organisations with Hong Kong Chinese organisations 

and studied their strategic approach in conditions of uncertainty in the supply of

qualified labour. They studied three aspects of HR relevant to this situation:

• training and development

• monitoring and assessment of employee performance, and

• staffing through an internal labour market

They found, as they expected, that in these conditions the Hong Kong Chinese

companies increased their use of these three HRM strategies, but that the US

companies decreased their use. They explain these different strategic approaches 

by reference to the cultural context.

You may wish to look ahead to the work of Hofstede, which we present in Chapter 4,

before reading on.

‘
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Resource-based approach

The resource-based view of the firm (Barney 1991) has stimulated attempts to create 
a resource-based model of strategic HRM (Boxall 1996). The resource-based view of the
firm is concerned with the relationships between internal resources (of which human
resources is one), strategy and firm performance. It focuses on the promotion of 
sustained competitive advantage through the development of human capital rather than
merely aligning human resources to current strategic goals. Human resources can 
provide competitive advantage for the business, as long as they are unique and cannot
be copied or substituted for by competing organisations. The focus is not just on 
the behaviour of the human resources (as with the fit approach), but on the skills,

Part 1 Introduction
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Training and development (TD)

They suggest that more TD would be positively viewed by the more collective Chinese

culture as a symbol that the organisation is fulfilling its moral obligation to employees,

as a way to increase the value of each individual to the collective organisation, 

and as a reward. Each of these would be valued by Chinese employees, and 

would encourage them to remain with the organisation. Alternatively in the more

individualistic US culture managers would be reluctant to invest in TD when labour

supply is scarce as employees may take advantage of this and use it to find a 

better job elsewhere.

Emphasis on performance assessment (PA)

They suggest that in the Chinese culture, with greater power distance, greater PA 

may be viewed by employees as a positive symbol that managers are interested 

in them, and may act as a reminder of the employees’ moral association with the

organisation – thus encouraging employees to stay. Alternatively in the US culture 

with lower power distance, more PA would be viewed negatively. It may be seen 

as emphasising the difference between managers and employees, and as a way of

tightening up the employment relationship, both of which may lead employees to 

seek employment elsewhere.

Internal labour market (IL)

Greater use of the IL might be viewed in a collectivist culture by the Chinese

employees as evidence that they are valued by the organisaiton and thus may

encourage retention. Alternatively in an individualistic culture employees may view 

this unfavourably as evidence of a subjective rather than objective (based on merit)

approach to promotion, and managers may view it as a means by which employees

can barter for better rewards in a tight labour market.

Source: Adapted from Fields, D., Chan, A., Aktar, S. and Blum, T. (2006) 
‘Human resource management strategies under uncertainty’, Cross Cultural Management: 

An International Journal, Vol. 13, No. 2, pp. 171–86.
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knowledge, attitudes and competencies which underpin this, and which have a more
sustained impact on long-term survival than current behaviour (although this is still
regarded as important). Briggs and Keogh (1999) maintain that business excellence is not
just about ‘best practice’ or ‘leapfrogging the competition’, but about the intellectual
capital and business intelligence to anticipate the future, today.

Barney states that in order for a resource to result in sustained competitive advantage
it must meet four criteria, and Wright et al. (1994) demonstrate how human resources
meet these. First, the resource must be valuable. Wright and his colleagues argue that
this is the case where demand for labour is heterogeneous, and where the supply of
labour is also heterogeneous – in other words where different firms require different
competencies from each other and for different roles in the organisation, and where the
supply of potential labour comprises individuals with different competencies. On this
basis value is created by matching an individual’s competencies with the requirements
of the firm and/or the job, as individuals will make a variable contribution, and one 
cannot be substituted easily for another.

The second criterion, rarity, is related to the first. An assumption is made that the
most important competence for employees is cognitive ability due to future needs for
adaptability and flexibility. On the basis that cognitive ability is normally distributed 
in the population, those with high levels of this ability will be rare. The talent pool is 
not unlimited and many employers are currently experiencing difficulties in finding the
talent that they require.

Third, resources need to be inimitable. Wright et al. argue that this quality applies to
the human resource as competitors will find it difficult to identify the exact source of
competitive advantage from within the firm’s human resource pool. Also competitors
will not be able to duplicate exactly the resource in question, as they will be unable to
copy the unique historical conditions of the first firm. This history is important as it will
affect the behaviour of the human resource pool via the development of unique norms
and cultures. Thus even if a competing firm recruited a group of individuals from a com-
petitor they would still not be able to produce the same outcomes in the new firm as 
the context would be different. Two factors make this unique history difficult to copy.
The first is causal ambiguity – in other words it is impossible to separate out the exact
causes of performance, as the sum is always more than the parts; and, second, social
complexity – that the complex of relationships and networks developed over time which
have an impact on performance is difficult to dissect.

Finally resources need to be non-substitutable. Wright and his co-authors argue that
although in the short term it may be possible to substitute human resources with others,
for example technological ones, in the long term the human resource is different as it
does not become obsolete (like technology) and can be transferred across other prod-
ucts, markets and technologies.

Wright et al. noted that attention has often been devoted to leaders and top manage-
ment in the context of a resource-based approach, and indeed Boxall (1996) contends
that this approach provides the theoretical base on which to concentrate in the renewal
and development of the critical resource of leaders in the organisation. However, Wright
and his co-authors view all human resources in the organisation as the pool of capital.
This sits well with the view of strategy as evolutionary and strategy being influenced
from the bottom up as well as from the top down. Also it is likely that top managers are
more easily identified for their contribution to the organisation and hence are more
likely to be mobile, therefore, than other employees who may not be so easily identified.
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However, different segments of the human resource are viewed differently by organisa-
tions in terms of their contribution to competitive advantage, so for some organisations
the relevant pool of human capital may not be the total pool of employees.

Whereas fit models focus on the means of competitive advantage (HR practices) the
resource-based view focuses on the source (the human capital). Wright et al. argue that
while the practices are important they are not the source of competitive advantage as
they can be replicated elsewhere, and they will produce different results in different
places because of the differential human capital in different places. The relationship
between human capital, human resource practices and competitive advantage is shown
in Figure 2.5.

Boxall (1996) argues that this theoretical perspective provides a conceptual base for
asserting that human resources are a source of competitive advantage, and as such valued
as generating strategic capability. Thus there is a case for viewing HR strategy as some-
thing more than a reactive matching process. Indeed Wright et al. argue that it provides
the case for HR to be involved in the formulation of strategy rather than just its imple-
mentation. They suggest that it provides a grounding for asserting that not every strategy
is universally implementable, and that alternatives may have to be sought or the human
capital pool developed further, via human resource practices, where this is possible.

The importance of this perspective is underlined by the current emphasis on a firm’s
intangible assets. Numerous studies have shown that a firm’s market value (the sum of
the value of the shares) is not fully explained by its current financial results (see, for
example, Ulrich and Smallwood 2002) or its tangible assets and the focus has moved to
a firm’s intangible assets such as intellectual capital and customer relationships – all of
which are derived from human capital (see, for example, Schmidt and Lines 2002). This
emphasis has resulted in a great deal of attention being paid to the evaluation of human
capital through measuring, reporting and managing it. Human capital can be reported
both internally and externally (as in the annual financial report, or similar), and Angela
Baron from the CIPD has been reported as commenting that ‘investors are demanding
information on human capital’ (Roberts 2002).

But human capital is loaned: ‘human capital is not owned by the organization, but
secured through the employment relationship’ (Scarborough 2003a, p. 2) and because
this is so, the strategy for the management of people is also critical. The government’s
White Paper, Modernising Company Law, suggested that the largest 1,000 companies
should publish an annual operating and financial review (OFR), and experts believed
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Figure 2.5 A model of human resources as a source of sustained competitive advantage
(Source: P. Wright, G. McMahon and A. McWilliams (1994) ‘Human resources and sustained competitive
advantage: a resource-based perspective’, International Journal of Human Resource Management, Vol. 5, 
No. 2, p. 318. Reproduced with the permission of Taylor and Francis Ltd. See www.tandf.co.uk/journals.)
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this would need to include a review about the ways that employees are managed (People
Management 2002). However this planned requirement has now been scrapped and a
simpler report is now sufficient which meets the minimum demands of the EU Accounts
and Modernisation Directive (EAMD) (Scott 2005). The report now required is entitled
the ‘Business Review’, forms part of the Director’s Report, and actually came into force
in April 2005. The Business Review requires ‘a balanced and comprehensive analysis of
the business’, and that human capital management issues should be included ‘where
material’. The scrapping of the OFR raised fears that human capital reporting would
have less priority in the business; however the Business Review does apply in some 
form to all organisations except small firms. Angela Baron suggests that the better the
information an organisation has on its human capital the more likely it is that business
benefits will accrue (Manocha 2006), and it has been suggested that many companies
which have prepared for the OFR will go ahead and produce the more extensive report.
The Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatary Reform (DBERR) has not 
discounted the possibility of the OFR being resurrected.

The perceived importance of people as an intangible asset is demonstrated in the
action of Barclays Group who on their Investor’s Day were keen to demonstrate 
not only their financial results but their people strategies and improvements in staff 
satisfaction which they believe have contributed to the results (Arkin and Allen 
2002). The Barclays approach is covered in more detail in a case study on the website
www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington.

This approach has great advantages from an HR point of view. People in the organ-
isation become the focus, their contribution is monitored and made more explicit, the
way people are managed can be seen to add value and money spent on people can be
seen as an investment rather than a cost. Some firms are using the balanced scorecard to
demonstrate the contribution that human capital makes to firm performance, such as
Norwich Union, and Scarborough (2003b) argues that this builds a bridge between the
role of the HR function and the strategy of the firm. However, there are inbuilt barriers
in the language of the resource-based view. One is the reference to people as ‘human
capital’ which some consider to be unnecessarily instrumental. Another is the focus on
‘firms’ and ‘competitive advantage’ which makes it harder to see the relevance of this
perspective for organisations in the public sector. There is also the issue of what is being
measured and who decides this. The risk is that too much time is spent measuring and
that not everything that is measured is of critical value to the organisation. So far, such
measures appear very varied, although different firms will, of course, need to measure
different things. Measures often appear to be taken without a coherent framework, as
appears to be the case in the results documented by Scarborough and Elias (2002) for
their 10 case study organisations. The balanced scorecard and the HR scorecard, how-
ever, appear to be useful mechanisms in this respect. The evaluation of human capital is
considered in greater depth in Chapter 33.

Why does the theory matter?

It is tempting to think of these theories of strategic HRM as competing with each other.
In other words one is right and the others are wrong. If this were the case HR managers/
directors and board members would need only to work out which is the ‘right’ theory
and apply that. This is, of course, a gross oversimplification, as each theory can be inter-
preted and applied in different ways, and each has advantages and disadvantages. It
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could be argued that different theories apply in different sectors or competitive 
contexts. For example Guest (2001) suggests that there is the possibility that a ‘high 
performance/high commitment’ approach might always be most appropriate in manu-
facturing, whereas strategic choice (which could be interpreted as choice to fit with 
business strategy) might be more realistic in the services sector. This could be taken one
step further to suggest that different theories apply to different groups in the workforce.

Consequently, these three theories do not necessarily represent simple alternatives. It
is also likely that some board directors and even HR managers are not familiar with any
of these theories (see, for example, Guest and King 2001). In spite of that, organisations,
through their culture, and individuals within organisations operate on the basis of a set
of assumptions, and these assumptions are often implicit. Assumptions about the nature
and role of human resource strategy, whether explicit or implicit, will have an influence on
what organisations actually do. Assumptions will limit what are seen as legitimate choices.

Understanding these theories enables HR managers, board members, consultants and
the like to interpret the current position of HR strategy in the organisation, confront
current assumptions and challenge current thinking and potentially open up a new range
of possibilities.

This chapter forms the underpinning for the other strategic chapters later in the book
and links with key material in Chapter 3 on HR planning, Chapter 14 on Leadership and
change, Chapter 32 on The changing HR function and Chapter 33 on IT and human
capital measurement.

SUMMARY PROPOSITIONS

2.1 It is more helpful to focus on the concept of strategic HRM than on HRM strategy as

the former directs us to consider strategic thinking and a strategic orientation, rather

than a ‘strategy’ which is written down and exists as a physical entity.

2.2 The nature of the link between business strategy and HR strategy is critical and can

be played out in a variety of ways.

2.3 Three theoretical perspectives on strategic HR management can be identified: 

universalist/best practice; contingency/fit; and the resource-based/human capital view.

GENERAL DISCUSSION TOPICS

1 Is it feasible to link business strategy with the management of people in organisations?

2 Human resource strategies can be stimulating to produce and satisfying to display, but how can
we make sure that they are implemented?

FURTHER READING

Salaman, G., Storey, J. and Billsberry, J. (2005) Strategic Human Resource Management: Theory
and Practice: A Reader. London: The Open University in association with Sage.
This is an excellent source book bringing together a variety of perspectives and divided into 
four sections: strategic human resource management and knowledge; strategic human resource
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management and business performance; the emergence of new organisational forms and relation-
ships and strategic human resource management in practice. Each chapter is an article previously
published, and is either produced in full or summarized. This means that some work is older than
others, but the choice of chapters means that key and influential strategic works (for example
Wright et al. 2001 referred to in this chapter) are grouped together.

Mayo, A. (2001) The Human Value of the Enterprise. London: Nicholas Brealey.
Mayo provides one approach to the measurement of human capital – the human capital monitor,
which is based on people as assets, people’s motivation and commitment and people’s contribu-
tion to added value. There is advice on maximising human capital, motivation and commitment,
innovation and learning and the challenges of mergers, acquisitions and alliances.
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PLANNING: JOBS AND PEOPLE

THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS CHAPTER ARE TO:

1 Discuss the contribution and feasibility of HR planning

2 Explore the scope of HR planning

3 Explain an integrated HR planning framework

CHAPTER 3
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Planning for human resources has experienced a chequered history. In the 1960s and
1970s it was heralded as a critical tool for business success, as planning to get the right
people in the right place at the right time was seen to be essential to achieving rapid
growth. In the 1980s and 1990s planning was viewed as a suitable tool for managing
downsizing and redundancies. On the other hand it has been argued that planning is no
longer meaningful in an era of rapid and discontinuous change where it been recognised
that strategies emerge rather than being precisely planned in advance. However, good
planning still has an important contribution in supporting strategic HRM in this con-
text (see, for example, Boxall and Purcell 2003; Stiles 2001).

THE CONTRIBUTION AND FEASIBILITY OF HR PLANNING

A useful starting point is to consider the different contributions that strategy and 
planning make to the organisation. A common view has been that they are virtually one
and the same – hence the term ‘strategic planning’. Henry Mintzberg (1994, p. 108) dis-
tinguished between strategic thinking, which is about synthesis, intuition and creativity
to produce a not too precisely articulated vision of direction, and strategic planning,
which is about collecting the relevant information to stimulate the visioning process and
also programming the vision into what needs to be done to get there. It is helpful to look
at human resource planning in the same way, and this is demonstrated in Figure 3.1. In
more detail he suggests:

• Planning as strategic programming – planning cannot generate strategies, but it can
make them operational by clarifying them; working out the consequences of them;
and identifying what must be done to achieve each strategy.

• Planning as tools to communicate and control – planning can ensure coordination
and encourage everyone to pull in the same direction; planners can assist in finding
successful experimental strategies which may be operating in just a small part of the
organisation.

• Planners as analysts – planners need to analyse hard data, both external and internal,
which managers can then use in the strategy development process.

• Planners as catalysts – raising difficult questions and challenging the conventional
wisdom which may stimulate managers into thinking in more creative ways.

Organisational and human resource planners make an essential contribution to
strategic visioning. Sisson and Storey (2000) identify HR planning as ‘one of the basic
building blocks of a more strategic approach’. Starting with some ideas of Lam and
Schaubroeck (1998) we identify four specific ways in which HR planning is critical to
strategy, as it can identify:

• gaps in capabilities – lack of sufficient skills, people or knowledge in the business
which will prevent the strategy being implemented successfully;

• surpluses in capabilities – providing scope for efficiencies and new ventures to cap-
italise on the skills, people and knowledge that are currently underused, in order to
influence or shape the strategy;

• poor utilisation of people – suggesting inappropriate human resource practices that
need to be altered;

• developing a talent pool.
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If you turn back to Chapter 2 and look again at the resource-based view of the firm
you will see how these four aspects are crucial to sustaining competitive advantage
through making the most of human resources.

Our environment of rapid and discontinuous change makes any planning difficult,
and HR planning is especially difficult as people have free will, unlike other resources,
such as finance or technology. The contribution and implementation of HR planning is
likely to be enhanced if:

• plans are viewed as flexible and reviewed regularly, rather than being seen as an end
point in the process;

• stakeholders, including all levels of manager and employee, are involved in the pro-
cess. Surveys and focus groups are possible mechanisms, in addition to line manager
representatives on the HR planning team;

• planning is owned and driven by senior managers rather than HR specialists, who
need to facilitate the process;

• plans are linked to business and HR strategy;

• plans are user-friendly and not overly complex;

• it is recognised that while a comprehensive plan may be ideal, sometimes it may only
be feasible to plan on an issue-by-issue basis.
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Figure 3.1
Human
resource
strategic
visioning 
and strategic
planning 
(Source: After

Mintzberg 1994.)

WINDOW ON PRACTICE

Tony, the Personnel Manager, shouted at Ian, the Chief Executive: ‘What do you

mean, it wasn’t agreed?’

‘I mean it’s the first I’ve heard that you need £22k for a new apprentice scheme.’

‘Well, it was in the plan.’

‘What plan?’

‘The manpower plan, what other f*****g plan would I mean!’

‘You didn’t ask me for the money.’

‘I asked you in the plan, and you didn’t come back and say we couldn’t have it.’

‘I didn’t come back and say you could – now let’s start at the beginning – tell me

why we need to spend it and what will happen if we don’t.’

The conversation continued and finally Tony and Ian began to talk about the real

issues. Ian never told Tony that he had filed the manpower plan unread, but he did 

tell him that he wanted next year’s plan to be five pages of interpretation and

recommendations and not 85 pages of figures.
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THE SCOPE OF HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING

Traditionally human resource planning, generally termed manpower planning, was con-
cerned with the numbers of employees and the levels and types of skill in the organisa-
tion. A typical model of traditional manpower planning is shown in Figure 3.2. In this
model the emphasis is on balancing the projected demand for and supply of labour, 
in order to have the right number of the right employees in the right place at the right
time. The demand for manpower is influenced by corporate strategies and objectives,
the environment and the way that staff are utilised within the business. The supply of
manpower is projected from current employees (via calculations about expected leavers,
retirements, promotions, etc.) and from the availability of the required skills in the
labour market. Anticipated demand and supply are then reconciled by considering a
range of options, and plans to achieve a feasible balance are designed.

As the world has moved on this model has been viewed as too narrow, being heavily
reliant on calculations of employee numbers or potential employee numbers. It has also
been criticised for giving insufficient attention to skills (Hendry 1994; Taylor 1998). 
In addition there has been an increasing recognition of the need to plan, not just for 
hard numbers, but for the softer issues of employee behaviour, organisation culture and
systems; these issues have been identified as having a key impact on business success in
the current environment.

Increasingly there is a need for organisations to integrate the process of planning 
for numbers and skills of employees; employee behaviour and organisational culture;
organisation design and the make-up of individual jobs; and formal and informal 
systems. These aspects are all critical in terms of programming and achieving the vision.
Each of these aspects interrelates with the others. However, reality has always been
recognised as being a long way from identified best practice. Undoubtedly different
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Figure 3.2
A model of
traditional
manpower
planning
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organisations will place different emphases on each of these factors, and may well plan
each separately or plan some and not others.

The framework we shall use in this chapter attempts to bring all aspects of HR plan-
ning together, incorporating the more traditional approach to ‘manpower planning’, 
but going beyond this to include behaviour, culture, systems and so on. Our framework
identifies ‘where we want to be’, translated from responses to the strategic vision; ‘where
we are now’; and ‘what we need to do to make the transition’ – all operating within 
the organisation’s environment. The framework is shown in diagrammatic form in
Figure 3.3. An alternative framework to use may be the HR scorecard (see Becker et al.
2001). Chapter 33 provides more details.

We shall now look in more depth at each of these four areas. The steps are presented
in a logical sequence. In practice, however, they may run in parallel, and/or in an infor-
mal fashion, and each area may well be revisited a number of times.

ANALYSING THE ENVIRONMENT

In this chapter we refer to the environment broadly as the context of the organisation,
and this is clearly critical in the impact that it has on both organisational and human
resource strategy. Much strategy is based on a response to the environment – for example,
what our customers now want or what competitors are now offering – or in anticipa-
tion of what customers will want or what they can be persuaded to want. In human
resource terms we need to identify, for example, how difficult or easy it will be to find
employees with scarce skills and what these employees will expect from an employer so
that we can attract them. (See www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington HRP Exercise, 3.1,
note 1.) We shall be concerned with legislation which will limit or widen the conditions
of employment that we offer, with what competitors are offering and with what train-
ing schemes are available locally or nationally.

Data on relevant trends can be collected from current literature, company annual
reports, conferences/courses and contacts and networking. Over recent years consider-
able attention has been given to the need for companies to benchmark their activities,
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Figure 3.3
Integrated
human
resource
planning
framework
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processes and outcomes against other ‘successful’ organisations. However much care
needs to be taken to select the most appropriate benchmarks, and Denrell (2005) warns
of how misleading it can be to look only at successful organisations, and recommends
that unsuccessful organisations should be similarly explored. Looking at successes only
may lead to the assumption that certain practices they use are critical to that success,
and yet unsuccessful organisations may use similar practices. The key is understanding
the context and considering the full picture of how organisations are differentiated.
Table 3.1 gives examples of the many possible sources for each major area.
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Trend area Possible sources

Social Census information
CIPD journals
News media
Social Trends
General Household Survey
Employment Gazette
Local papers

Demographics Labour Market Quarterly
Census information
Employment Gazette
Local council, Learning and Skills Councils

Political and legislative News media
Proceedings of European Parliament
Proceedings of British Parliament
Hansard
Industrial Relations Review and Report
Industrial Law Journal
IDS Brief

Industrial and technological Employment Digest
Journals specifically for the industry
Financial Times
Employers’ association
Trade association

Competitors Annual reports
Talk to them!

Table 3.1
Sources of
information on
environment
trends

WINDOW ON PRACTICE

The impact of demographics, legislation and pension reforms

Demographics, legislation and pension reforms have come together to create a very

different environment for organisations than the one that existed in the 1980s and

1990s. The number of younger people in the population is reducing in proportion to 

the number of older people, as birth rates are lower than previously and people are

living longer. This has an impact on many organisations. For example skills loss and

shortages will require organisational planners to devise novel solutions. Currently EU

‘
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Once one has acquired and constantly updated data on the environment, a common
method of analysis is to produce a map of the environment, represented as a wheel. The
map represents a time in the future, say three years away. In the centre of the wheel can
be written the core purpose of the organisation as it relates to people, or potential future
strategies or goals. Each spoke of the wheel can then be filled in to represent a factor of
the external environment, for example, potential employees, a specific local competitor,
competitors generally, regulatory bodies, customers, government. From all the spokes
the six or seven regarded as most important need to be selected.

These can then be worked on further by asking what demands each will make of the
organisation, and how the organisation will need to respond in order to achieve its
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workers (especially from Poland and Eastern Europe) are being recruited in the UK to

compensate for skills shortages.

At a national level the Employment Equality (Age) Regulations came into force in

2006, introducing a default retirement age (DFA) of 65, preventing organisations from

retiring people earlier (without a legitimate business aim for doing to). Employees will

have the right to request to work beyond 65. Prior to this organisations could choose

to have a much earlier retirement age, and in the 1980s and 1990s early retirement

was widely used and viewed as a favourable means to downsize the organisation.

Additional changes relating to pensions also form part of the context. The age at which

individuals may claim their state pension is currently 65 for men and 60 for women

(although these ages are gradually being equalised at 65), and it is predicted that this

state retirement age will rise further in the future, in order to cope with the impact of

the demographic changes. Furthermore changes in occupational pension schemes are

resulting in less well-funded occupational pensions and the need for many employees

to work longer to build up a better pension.

Given this environment one of the approaches organisations may need to employ is

to delay retirement age even further (beyond 65), to encourage employees to stay on

so that vital skills are retained for longer, or alternatively adopt a flexible retirement

age rather than a mandatory age (employees being protected until they are 65 in 

any case). This is not just a UK phenomenon, and in the US Bovbjerg, Director of

Education, Workforce and Income Security Issues (quoted in Geissler 2005), claims

that barriers to older workers staying in employment such as social security rules,

pensions rules and lack of flexible work need to be dismantled. Gomez et al. (2002)

explore this in the Canadian context, making the point that a flexible retirement age 

will make HR planning much more difficult for companies particularly in respect of

succession planning and planning for disability, medical and pension costs. There will

be pressures on organisations to design the most appropriate jobs for older workers,

to allow more flexibility pre-retirement, to offer a variety of employment options beyond

retirement, and to plan to meet the needs of workers who feel forced to stay on at

work due to inadequate pensions.
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goals. From these responses can be derived the implications for human resource activi-
ties. For example, the demands of potential employees may be predicted as:

• We need a career, not just a job.

• We need flexibility to help with childrearing.

• We want to be treated as people and not as machines.

• We need a picture of what the organisation has in store for us.

• We want to be better trained.

And so on.
Managers then consider what the organisation would need to offer to meet these

needs in order to meet a declared organisational goal or strategy. It is a good way 
of identifying human resource issues that need to be addressed. The analysis can also be
fed back into identifying and clarifying the future vision or goals in human resource
terms. Figure 3.4 gives an outline for the whole process. (For a worked example see
www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington HRP Exercise, 3.1, note 2.)
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Figure 3.4
Mapping the
environment
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Corporate goal Human resource implications Methods of achieving this
in respect of:

New tasks?
For whom?
What competencies needed?
Relative importance of team/individual 

behaviour
Deleted tasks?
How will managers need to manage?

Figure 3.5
The beginnings
of a human
resource
implications
checklist

FORECASTING FUTURE HUMAN RESOURCE NEEDS

Organisation, behaviour and culture

There is little specific literature on the methods used to translate the strategic objectives
of the organisation and environmental influences into qualitative or soft human resource
goals. In general terms, they can be summed up as the use of managerial judgement.
Brainstorming, combined with the use of structured checklists or matrices, can encour-
age a more thorough analysis. Organisation-change literature and corporate planning
literature are helpful as sources of ideas in this area. Three simple techniques are 
a human resource implications checklist (see Figure 3.5), a strategic brainstorming 
exercise (Figure 3.6) and a behavioural expectation chart (see www.pearsoned.co.uk/
torrington HRP Exercise, 3.1, note 3). The HR scorecard may be a useful tool for this
aspect of planning, and the use of scenarios may also be helpful (see, for example, Boxall
and Purcell 2003; Turner 2002). Scenarios can be used to provide a picture of alternative
organisational futures and alternative HR responses to these.

Employee numbers and skills (demand forecasting)

There is far more literature in the more traditional area of forecasting employee number
demand based on the organisation’s strategic objectives. Both objective and subjective
approaches can be employed. Objective methods include statistical and work study
approaches.

ACTIVITY 3.1

Draw a map of the external environment, for any organisation in which you are

involved, for three to five years ahead. Individually, or as a group, brainstorm all the

spokes in the wheel and select the six most important ones. Draw up a demands and

responses list for each. Write a summary (one side of A4) of what you think your

organisation’s priorities should be in the people area over the next 3–5 years.
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Statistical models generally relate employee number demand to specific organisational
circumstances and activities. Models can take account of determining factors, such as
production, sales, passenger miles, level of service. A simple model might relate people
demand to production, using a constant relationship, without making any assumptions
about economies of scale. In this model if output is to be doubled, then employees would
also need to be doubled. (See www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington HRP Exercise, 3.1, note 4.)

More complicated equations can be formulated which describe the way that a com-
bination of independent factors is expected to affect the dependent employee demand.
By inserting new values for the independent factors, such as new projected sales figures,
we can work out the demand for employees from the equation. The equations can also
be represented as graphs, making the relationships clear to see. These models can be
adapted to take account of projected changes in utilisation, owing to factors such as 
the introduction of new technology, or alternative organisational forms, such as high-
performance teams.

The work-study method is based on a thorough analysis of the tasks to be done, and
the time each takes. From this the person-hours needed per unit of output can be calcu-
lated, and standards are developed for the numbers and levels of employees required.
These are most useful when one is studying production work. They need to be checked
regularly to make sure they are still appropriate. Work study is usually classified as an
objective measure; however, it is often accepted that since the development of standards
and the grouping of tasks is partly dependent on human judgement, it could be consid-
ered as a subjective method.

The most common subjective method of demand forecasting is managerial judgement
(sometimes referred to as managerial opinion or the inductive method), and this can also
include the judgements of other operational and technical staff, as well as all levels of
managers. This method relies on managers’ estimates of human resource demand based on
past experience and on corporate plans. Managerial judgements can be collected from
the ‘bottom up’ with lower-level managers providing estimates to go up the hierarchy for
discussion and redrafting. Alternatively, a ‘top-down’ approach can be used with estimates
made by the highest level of management to go down the hierarchy for discussion and
redrafting. When this method is used it is difficult to cope with changes that are very dif-
ferent from past experiences. It is also less precise than statistical methods, but it is more
comprehensive. Managerial judgement is a simple method, which can be applied fairly
quickly and is not restricted by lack of data, particularly historical data, as are statistical
techniques. However, managerial judgement is important even when statistical tech-
niques are used. (See www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington HRP Exercise, 3.1, note 5.)
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Figure 3.6
Strategic
brainstorming
exercise
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A specialised procedure for the collection of managerial opinions is based on the idea
of the oracle at Delphi. A group of managers anonymously and independently answer
questions about anticipated human resource demand. A compilation of the answers is
fed back to each individual, and the process is repeated until all the answers converge.

The way that human resources are utilised will change the number of employees
required and the necessary skills needed. There are many ways to change how employees
are used, and these are shown in Table 3.2. Some methods are interrelated or overlap
and would therefore be used in combination. (See www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington
HRP Exercise, 3.1, note 6.) Interconnections between most of these areas and soft
human resources planning are also apparent.

Part 1 Introduction
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• Introducing new materials or equipment, particularly new technology

• Introducing changes in work organisation, such as:
– quality circles – autonomous work groups
– job rotation – high-performance teams
– job enlargement – participation
– job enrichment

• Organisation development

• Introducing changes in organisation structure, such as:
– centralisation/decentralisation – relocation of parts of the organisation
– new departmental boundaries – flexible project structures

• Introducing productivity schemes, bonus schemes or other incentive schemes

• Encouraging greater staff flexibility and work interchangeability

• Altering times and periods of work

• Training and appraisal of staff

• Developing managers and use of performance management

WINDOW ON PRACTICE

Technology changes employee utilisation

In September 2006 Aviva insurance company announced 4,000 UK job losses. Whilst

about 1,000 jobs would be offshored to India and about 500 outsourced, the majority

of the jobs were not to be sourced elsewhere. Patrick Snowball who heads UK

operations identified greater use of the Internet to purchase insurance as the reason

for the job losses. He commented that ‘I closed a call centre in Liverpool . . . because

the phones were not ringing’.

Adapted from Felsted, A. and Taylor, A. (2006) ‘Aviva says job cuts will save £250m annually’, 
Financial Times, 15 September.

Whilst it could be argued that there will be a likely increase of IT jobs in the company,

it seems very clear that technological advances have reduced employee demand in

this area of employment.
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B

Table 3.2
A range of
methods to
change
employee
utilisation
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ANALYSING THE CURRENT SITUATION AND 
PROJECTING FORWARD

Organisation, behaviour and culture

It is in this area that more choice of techniques is available, and the possibilities 
include the use of questionnaires to staff (see www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington HRP
Exercise, 3.1, note 7.), interviews with staff and managerial judgement. Focus groups are
an increasingly popular technique where, preferably, the Chief Executive meets with, say,
20 representative staff from each department to discuss their views of the strengths and
weaknesses of the organisation, and what can be done to improve. These approaches
can be used to provide information on, for example:

• Motivation of employees.

• Job satisfaction.

• Organisational culture.

• The way that people are managed.

• Attitude to minority groups and equality of opportunity.

• Commitment to the organisation and reasons for this.

• Clarity of business objectives.

• Goal-focused and other behaviour.

• Organisational issues and problems.

• What can be done to improve.

• Organisational strengths to build on.
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WINDOW ON PRACTICE

Jennifer Hadley is the Chief Executive of Dynamo Castings, a long-established

organisation which had experienced rapid growth and healthy profits until the past

three years. Around 800 staff were employed mostly in production, but significant

numbers were also employed in marketing/sales and research/development. Poor

performance over the last three years was largely the result of the competition who

were able to deliver a quality product more quickly and at a competitive price. Dynamo

retained the edge in developing new designs, but this consumed a high level of

resources and was a lengthy process from research to eventual production. Most

employees had been with the company for a large part of their working lives and the

culture was still appropriate to the times of high profit where life had been fairly easy

and laid back. Messages about difficult times, belt tightening and higher productivity

with fewer people had been filtered down to employees, who did not change their

behaviour but did feel threatened.

It was with some trepidation that Jennifer decided to meet personally with a cross-

section of each department to talk through company and departmental issues. The first

‘
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Turnover figures, performance data, recruitment and promotion trends and charac-
teristics of employees may also shed some light on these issues.

Data relating to current formal and informal systems, together with data on the struc-
ture of the organisation, also need to be collected, and the effectiveness, efficiency and
other implications of these need to be carefully considered. Most data will be collected
from within the organisation, but data may also be collected from significant others,
such as customers, who may be part of the environment.

Current and projected employee numbers and skills
(employee supply)

Current employee supply can be analysed in both individual and overall statistical
terms. To gain an overview of current supply the following factors may be analysed
either singly or in combination: number of employees classified by function, department,
occupation job title, skills, qualifications, training, age, length of service, performance
appraisal results. (See www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington HRP Exercise, 3.1, note 8.)

Forecasting employee supply is concerned with predicting how the current supply 
of employees will change, primarily how many will leave, be internally promoted or
transferred. These changes are forecast by analysing what has happened in the past, 
in terms of staff retention and/or movement, and projecting this into the future to see
what would happen if the same trends continued. The impact of changing circumstances
would also need to be taken into account when projecting analyses forward. Bell (1989)

Part 1 Introduction
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meeting was with research/development. As expected, the meeting began with a flood

of concerns about job security. No promises could be given. However, the mid-point of

the meeting was quite fruitful, and the following points, among others, became clear:

• development time could be reduced to one year from two if some production staff

were involved in the development process from the very beginning;

• many development staff felt their career prospects were very limited and a number

expressed the wish to be able to move into marketing. They felt this would also be

an advantage when new products were marketed;

• staff felt fairly paid and would be prepared to forgo salary rises for a year or two if

this would mean job security; they liked working for Dynamo and didn’t want to move;

• staff were aware of the difficult position the company was in but they really didn’t

know what to do to make it any better;

• development staff wanted to know why Dynamo didn’t collaborate with Castem Ltd

on areas of mutual interest (Jennifer didn’t know the answer to this one).

The meeting gave Jennifer not only a better understanding of what employees felt,

but also some good ideas to explore. Departmental staff knew their problems had not

been wiped away, but did feel that Jennifer had at least taken the trouble to listen 

to them.
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provides an extremely thorough coverage of possible analyses, on which this section is
based. Behavioural aspects are also important, such as investigating the reasons why
staff leave, the criteria that affect promotions and transfers and changes in working con-
ditions and in HR policy. Analyses fall broadly into two categories: analyses of staff
leaving, and analyses of internal movements. The following calculations are the most
popular forms of analysing staff leaving the organisation.

Annual labour turnover index

The annual labour turnover index is sometimes called the percentage wastage rate, or
the conventional turnover index. This is the simplest formula for wastage and looks 
at the number of staff leaving during the year as a percentage of the total number
employed who could have left.

× 100 = percentage wastage rate

(See www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington HRP Exercise, 3.1, note 9.)
This measure has been criticised because it gives only a limited amount of informa-

tion. If, for example, there were 25 leavers over the year, it would not be possible 
to determine whether 25 different jobs had been left by 25 different people, or whether
25 different people had tried and left the same job. Length of service is not taken 
into account with this measure, yet length of service has been shown to have a consider-
able influence on leaving patterns, such as the high number of leavers at the time of
induction.

Stability index

The stability index is based on the number of staff who could have stayed throughout
the period. Usually, staff with a full year’s service are expressed as a percentage of staff
in post one year ago.

× 100 = per cent stability

(See www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington HRP Exercise, 3.1, note 10.)
This index, however, ignores joiners throughout the year and takes little account of

length of service.

Cohort analysis

A cohort is defined as a homogeneous group of people. Cohort analysis tracks what 
happens as some people leave a group of people with very similar characteristics who 
all joined the organisation at the same time. Graduates are an appropriate group for 
this type of analysis. A graph showing what happens to the group can be in the form 
of a survival curve or a log-normal wastage curve, which can be plotted as a straight line
and can be used to make predictions. The disadvantage of this method of analysis is that
it cannot be used for groups other than the specific group for which it was originally pre-
pared. The information has also to be collected over a long time-period, which produces
problems of availability and reliability of data.

Number of staff with one year’s service at date
Number of staff employed exactly one year before

Leavers in year
Average number of staff in post during year
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Half-life

The half-life is a figure expressing the time taken for half the cohort to leave the organ-
isation. The figure does not give as much information as a survival curve, but it is 
useful as a summary and as a method of comparing different groups.

Census method

The census method is an analysis of leavers over a reasonably short period of time –
often over a year. The length of completed service of leavers is summarised by using 
a histogram, as shown in Figure 3.7. (See www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington HRP
Exercise, 3.1, note 11.)

Retention profile

Staff retained, that is those who remain with the organisation, are allocated to groups
depending on the year they joined. The number in each year group is translated into a
percentage of the total number of individuals who joined during that year.

We move now to methods of analysing internal movements. These focus on either
overall analyses of movement patterns in the organisation or succession planning, which
has a more individual emphasis.

Analyses of internal movements

Movement patterns

Age and length of service distributions can be helpful to indicate an overall pattern of
problems that may arise in the future, such as promotion blocks. They need to be used
in conjunction with an analysis of previous promotion patterns in the organisation. 
(See www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington HRP Exercise, 3.1, note 12.) An alternative is a
stocks and flows analysis of the whole organisation or a part of it, such as a department.

Part 1 Introduction
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Figure 3.7
Census
analysis:
percentage 
of leavers 
with differing
lengths of
service
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The model is constructed to show the hierarchy of positions and the numbers employed
in each. Numbers moving between positions, and in and out of the organisation over
any time-period, can be displayed. The model displays visually promotion and lateral
move channels in operation, and shows what happens in reality to enable comparison to
be made with the espoused approach, but users need to recognise, and work within, the
limitation that the structure of jobs will change more rapidly than in the past.

Individual succession analysis

On an individual basis many organisations pay special attention to analysing the likely
succession into key roles of current high-potential employees. Originally the process was
an informal approach to promotion with a short-term focus on who would be able to
replace senior people if they left suddenly, so that disruption and dislocation were 
minimised (see, for example, Huang 2001). Such analyses have increasingly involved a
range of proactive approaches to developing successors and talent in general, and we say
more about this in the section on plans below.

RECONCILIATION, DECISIONS AND PLANS

We have already said that, in reality, there is a process of continuous feedback between
the different stages of human resource planning activities, as they are all interdependent.
On the soft side (organisation, behaviour and culture) there is a dynamic relationship
between the future vision, environmental trends and the current position. Key factors 
to take into account during reconciliation and deciding on action plans are the accept-
ability of the plans to both senior managers and other employees, the priority of each
plan, key players who will need to be influenced and the factors that will encourage or
be a barrier to successful implementation.

On the hard side, feasibility may centre on the situation where the supply forecast is
less than the demand forecast. Here, the possibilities are to:

• alter the demand forecast by considering changes in the utilisation of employees (such
as training and productivity deals, or high-performance teams): by using different
employees with higher skills; employing staff with insufficient skills and training
them immediately; or outsourcing the work;

• alter the supply forecast by, say, reducing staff turnover, delaying retirement, or
widening the supply pool by including EU nationals;
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ACTIVITY 3.2

1 Why do employees leave organisations?

2 What are the determinants of promotion in your organisation? Are they made

explicit? Do staff understand what the determinants are?

3 What would be your criteria for promotion in your organisation?
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• change the company objectives, as lack of human resources will prevent them from
being achieved in any case. Realistic objectives need to be based on the resources that
are, and are forecast to be, available either internally or externally.

When the demand forecast is less than the internal supply forecast in some areas, the
possibilities are to:

• consider and calculate the costs of overemployment over various timespans;

• consider the methods and cost of losing staff;

• consider changes in utilisation: work out the feasibility and costs of retraining, 
redeployment and so on;

• consider whether it is possible for the company objectives to be changed. Could the
company diversify, move into new markets, etc.?

We have also noted the interrelationship between the soft and the hard aspects of plan-
ning. For example, the creation of high-performance teams may have implications for
different staffing numbers, a different distribution of skills, alternative approaches to reward
and a different management style. The relocation of a supplier’s staff on to the premises
of the company that they supply, in order to get really close to this customer, could have
implications for relocation, recruitment, skills required and culture encouraged. The
development of a learning organisation may have implications for turnover and absence
levels, training and development provision, culture encouraged and approach to reward.

Once all alternatives have been considered and feasible solutions decided, specific
action plans can be designed covering all appropriate areas of HRM activity. Whilst
these have been grouped in separate sections, below, there is clearly potential overlap
between the groups.

Human resource supply plans

Plans may need to be made concerning the timing and approach to recruitment or down-
sizing. For example, it may have been decided that in order to recruit sufficient staff, a
public relations campaign is needed to promote a particular company image. Promo-
tion, succession, transfer and redeployment and redundancy plans are also relevant 
here. Plans for the retention of those aged over 50 and flexible retirement plans are 
a key theme at present and we consider some examples of these in Chapter 24 on Equal
opportunities and diversity. Increasingly there is the need to focus on plans for the 
development and retention of the talent pool, and given their continuing high profile 
we look at succession plans in more detail below.

Succession plans

From the 1980s onwards the more proactive and formal approaches to succession included
careful analysis of the jobs to be filled, a longer-term focus, developmental plans for
individuals who were identified as successors, and the possibility of cross-functional
moves. This approach was typically applied to those identified as having high potential,
and was generally centred on the most senior positions. Larger organisations would pro-
duce tables of key jobs on which were named immediate successors, probable longer-
term successors and potential longer-term successors, all with attached development
plans. Alternatively, high-potential individuals were identified with likely immediate
moves, probable longer-term moves and possible longer-term moves. However, as Hirsh
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(2000) points out, this model is appropriate to a stable environment and career structure,
and the emphasis in current succession planning has changed yet again. The concentra-
tion is now on the need to build and develop a pool of talent, without such a clear view
of how the talent will be used in the future, and this is associated with the current high
profile of ‘talent management’, brought into focus by McKinsey’s ‘war for talent’ (1997).
Developing a talent pool is a more dynamic approach and fits well with the resource-
based view of the firm. While the link to business strategy is emphasised, there is 
more recognition of individual aspirations and a greater opportunity for people to put
themselves forward to be considered for the talent pool. Developing talent at different
leadership levels in the organisation is considered important, and current debates focus
on the definition of talent in terms of what it means and to whom it applies. Warren (2006)
discusses the issue of inclusivity and whether organisations should focus on an elite 
of high-performing, high-potential individuals, or whether inclusivity should be more
broadly defined. Much greater openness in succession planning is encouraged, and more
consideration is given to the required balance between internal talent development and
external talent. Simms (2003) provides an interesting debate on these issues, which is
provided as Case study 3.2 at www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington. Talent management 
is most closely associated with development activities and we return to this topic in
Chapter 16 on Strategic aspects of development.
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WINDOW ON PRACTICE

Succession planning at Astra Zeneca

Astra Zeneca have designed a new succession planning programme which replaces

an older more complex Zeneca one, and an Astra one which reflected the competition

rather than collaboration between local sites. The new programme was designed to

bring the best out of both systems.

The business drivers for the new system were to:

• develop leadership capability to move a larger global business forward

• integrate the business culturally (Zeneca was UK based and demerged from ICI;

Astra was Swedish)

• ensure a diverse, cross-functional base of talent

• develop the ability to lead cross-functional and cross-national teams

In the new system there is greater integration with business and strategic planning,

and the focus is on identifying an international key talent pool rather than identifying

successors to current jobs which may not exist in the future. Individuals in the pool 

are provided with challenging opportunities to foster their development. They are also

made aware that they are valued and supported, and are involved in an open dialogue.

While it is also necessary for future leaders to be identified and developed, they must

be broadly based, come from diverse backgrounds and possess strategic capability.

Source: Summarised from: Industrial Relations Services (2002) 
‘The changing face of succession planning’, IRS Employment Review, No. 756, July, pp. 37–42.
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Organisation and structure plans

Organisation and structure plans may concern departmental existence, remit and struc-
ture and the relationships between departments. They may also be concerned with the
layers of hierarchy within departments and the level at which tasks are done, and the
organisational groups within which they are done. Changes to organisation and struc-
ture will usually result in changes in employee utilisation.

Employee utilisation plans

Any changes in utilisation that affect human resource demand will need to be planned.
Some changes will result in a sudden difference in the tasks that employees do and the
numbers needed; others will result in a gradual movement over time. Other plans may
involve the distribution of hours worked, for example the use of annual hours contracts;
or the use of functional flexibility where employees develop and use a wider range of
skills. There are implications for communications plans as the employees involved will
need to be consulted about the changes and be prepared and trained for what will 
happen. There will be interconnections with supply plans here: for example, if fewer
employees will be needed, what criteria will be used to determine who should be made
redundant and who should be redeployed and retrained, and in which areas?

Learning and development plans

There will be development implications from both the human resource supply and 
the utilisation plans. The timing of development can be a critical aspect. For example,
training for specific new technology skills loses most of its impact if it is done six months
before the equipment arrives. If the organisation wishes to increase recruitment by pro-
moting the excellent development that it provides for employees, then clear programmes
of what will be offered need to be finalised and resourced so that these can then be 
used to entice candidates into the organisation. If the organisation is stressing customer
service or total quality, then appropriate development will need to be carried out to
enable employees to achieve this.

Performance management and motivation plans

These plans may include the development or renewal of a performance management 
system; and ensuring that employees are assessed on objectives or criteria that are key
to organisational success, and which may then be linked to reward. They may also
include setting performance and quality standards; culture change programmes aimed at
encouraging specified behaviour and performance; or empowerment or career support
to improve motivation.

Reward plans

It is often said that what gets rewarded gets done, and it is key that rewards reflect what
the organisation sees as important. For example, if quantity of output is most important
for production workers, bonuses may relate to number of items produced. If quality is
most important, then bonuses may reflect reject rate, or customer complaint rate. If

Part 1 Introduction
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managers are only rewarded for meeting their individual objectives there may be prob-
lems if the organisation is heavily dependent on teamwork.

Employee relations plans

These plans may involve unions, employee representatives or all employees. They would
include any matters which need to be negotiated or areas where there is the opportunity
for employee involvement and participation.

Communications plans

The way that planned changes are communicated to employees is critical. Plans need to
include not only methods for informing employees about what managers expect of
them, but also methods to enable employees to express their concerns and needs for suc-
cessful implementation. Communications plans will also be important if, for example,
managers wish to generate greater employee commitment by keeping employees better
informed about the progress of the organisation.

Once the plans have been made and put into action, the planning process still con-
tinues. It is important that the plans be monitored to see if they are being achieved and
if they are producing the expected results. Plans will also need to be reconsidered on a
continuing basis in order to cope with changing circumstances.

SUMMARY PROPOSITIONS

3.1 Even in a context of rapid and discontinuous change HR planning still has a valuable

contribution to make, but as human resource planning deals with people, planners

need to plan for what is acceptable as well as what is feasible.

3.2 The scope of human resource planning covers not only numbers of people and skills,

but also structure, culture, systems and behaviour.

3.3 An integrated framework which attempts to cover all aspects of HR planning involves:

• analysing the external environment and business strategy;

• analysing where do we want to be? (forecasting HR requirements);

• analysing where are we now? (defining the current HR position and projecting this

forward);

• comparing the two and forming plans to bridge the gap.

3.4 Human resource planning is a continuous process rather than a one-off activity.

GENERAL DISCUSSION TOPICS

1 Discuss the proposition that traditional (numbers) human resource planning is only of interest
to organisations in periods of growth when unemployment levels are low.

2 ‘It is worthwhile planning even if you have no strategy.’ For what reasons might you agree or
disagree with this statement?
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FURTHER READING

Day, G. and Schoemaker, P. (2005) ‘Scanning the Periphery’, Harvard Business Review,
November, pp. 135–48.
This article underlines the organisational importance of keeping a constant eye on peripheral fea-
tures in an organisation’s environment as well as its direct and close competitors. Examples are
included of challenges different organisations have faced and there are practical suggestions about
how organisations could improve their scanning of the peripheral environment. Included is a self-
assessment tool to identify the need for an organisation to have peripheral vision, and to assess its
capability for peripheral vision. The capability part encompasses an assessment of leadership 
orientation, knowledge management systems, strategy-making processes, organisational structure
and incentives, and culture (values, beliefs and behaviours).

Pfeffer, J. and Sutton, R. (2006) ‘The real Brain Teaser’, People Management, Vol. 12, No. 8, 
pp. 28–30.
This article challenges the notion that identifying talent within organisations is unproblematic.
The authors demonstrate how performance varies over time, that talent is determined by the stand-
ards of performance accepted at the time it is identified, and that talent is as much a product of
effort training and environment as it is of innate ability. Thus talent can easily be missed.

McNeilly, M. (2002) ‘Gathering information for strategic decisions’, Strategy and Leadership,
Vol. 30, No. 5, pp. 29–34.
Focuses on information gathering, making strategic decisions and taking action, and provides
some useful tools for each of these three stages. Some interesting suggestions for making strategic
decisions include scenario planning and acting out scenarios in advance.

Turner, P. (2002) Strategic Human Resource Forecasting. London: CIPD.
An excellent and detailed text which covers issues involved in forecasting, strategy and planning
and the HR role in this. Turner includes a wide range of aspects of HR from employee numbers
to employee relations and organisation design.
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THE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION

THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS CHAPTER ARE TO:

1 Define international HRM

2 Present an analysis of cultural differences in management

3 Review aspects of international communication and coordination

CHAPTER 4
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The main problem about understanding international HRM issues is that they evolve so
rapidly; having worked out how to deal with one opportunity or challenge, you find that
things have changed and your plans are obsolete. As one company chairman put it, ‘You
feel as if you are driving from one station to another, hoping to get on a train, only to
find that the train has just left and has gone on another route and your ticket is no longer
valid’. The problem may be difficult, but solutions have to be found as this is an area
where HR really is centre stage:

HR can add real value here. Enabling people to work most effectively in these changing,

challenging contexts is still the ultimate competitive advantage of any organisation, and

what it will take to survive and thrive in this new world. (Glanz and Hirsch 2006, p. 54)

Until the last quarter of the twentieth century, the term ‘international’ hardly
appeared in HR/personnel thinking, which remained within the culture, politico/legal
system and workforce of the country in which the business was based. With the excep-
tion of inescapably international businesses, like oil companies and shipping, any HR
issues were likely to be limited to deciding such matters as what expenses a sales 
manager could claim for travelling abroad, and whether or not the technician who was
also going could stay at the same hotel. The establishment of overseas subsidiaries
brought another range of issues to do with expatriation and responsibility not just for
the expatriated employee, but also for the employee’s family. As subsidiaries grew they
evolved into partner companies in an international business, with expatriation moving
both ways, training and language issues became more important, and understanding
cultural and national differences came to involve more than globe-trotting sales and
technical people. The most recent evolutionary development of globalisation, which
seeks to reduce the significance of national interests and emphasise the attachment to the
whole business, is an intensification of the process we described in our opening chapter
of changing from personnel management to human resource management. Personnel
management is essentially workforce centred, while HRM is resource centred. Personnel
management is preoccupied with managing the supply of people to the business. They
are the ‘given’ of the situation. In contrast human resource management is preoccupied
with managing the demand for human resources to meet the operational needs of the
business, whether they be employees or not, whether they be the residents of the local
community or not; whether they be citizens of the home country or not.

We first worked out this distinction in 1987, when HRM was still a novel idea that
needed to be described. Some may regard it as simply a different way of describing the
same thing: just playing with words. To a great extent it is the same thing because most
of the things that HR people do remain the same, but the change in emphasis and
approach is profound. It is rather surprising to realise that this now describes very pre-
cisely, if not completely, the world of international HRM, which is much more strategic
than operational in its main focus.

An axiom about any form of international management is ‘global thinking; local
action’. This is not just a neat form of words, it sums up precisely the spread of under-
standing that international management activity requires, and everyone requires it. On
our website (www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington) we have some additional reading about
the types of people who represent their businesses in other countries, but everyone in the
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business is affected by the international developments in management. Local action
increasingly requires global thinking, or at least global understanding, by everyone who
goes to work anywhere.

In international matters HR has a more significant strategic input than in domestic man-
agement. Global thinking in an international business is concerned with all the things
that are different in doing business in more than one country at the strategic level, how
the cultural differences between countries are understood and how the management 
of those differences can be coordinated effectively. The issues include how the cultural
differences can be accommodated and how effective communication can be maintained
across long distances, different time zones, different managerial assumptions, varying
national norms and different languages. There are also differences in legislation, train-
ing methods, education systems, social security arrangements and pension provision.
This is human resource management at its most intellectually demanding because of the
deep understanding that is needed of so many complex issues.

When you enter a company, differences in architecture, interior design, dress and

behaviour and styles of interaction are immediately apparent. The styles of architecture

and design may emphasize tradition or modernity and signal the importance of hierarchy

or collegial relations. A telling clue would be the existence of an executive parking lot

and dining rooms, of open office space or closed doors. Others include the dress code

and forms of address (the use of first or last names, titles, spoken deference), and the

ease of interaction between senior and junior members, or between peers. (Schneider

and Barsoux 2003, p. 52)

Understanding these variations indicates the values that are held on crucial issues like
the importance of rules and procedures, whether information flows easily or is jealously
guarded by a few and how the role of manager is understood. Within a culture where
we have grown up we develop this understanding by a protracted process of learning
over decades. When trying to understand a different culture, the same level of learning
is needed in a very short time.

Local action is informed by global thinking, but carried out quite separately as all
action is local and has to be decided by referring to aspects of employment in one 
locality only. HRM deals with people who are employed within only one set of legal,
cultural, demographic and physical conditions. A debug technician may be employed in
Italy to do exactly the same job on exactly the same range of products as another
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ACTIVITY 4.1

1 Think of where you work, or where you have worked, and identify three activities

where global thinking influences local action. What are the local HR implications of

this?

2 In the same situation what aspects of local action influence global thinking?
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employee of the same company in Iowa or Indonesia, but the terms and conditions of
employment and social conventions and the accepted management practices will be
totally different.

In other chapters we frequently mention aspects of local action in different contexts.
Here we shall introduce the general topic and then deal with just two aspects of global
thinking that are particularly important to international HRM.

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Europeans share a common heritage, no matter how bloodstained it may be, through
fighting against each other in various combinations for a thousand years, throughout
which time the Christian religion has been shared by all nationalities. North Americans
stopped fighting each other on any big scale 150 years ago and share a common religious
tradition with the Europeans, as well as sharing one of the European languages. Europe
and North America also share the concept and practices of ‘westernisation’, but there is
still regular misunderstanding between the two continents as well as between individual
European countries. Contrasts become even starker when one moves to Arab countries,
to India, to China or to South East Asia. This is just an illustration of the diversity that
international HRM has to encompass.

Towards the end of the twentieth century there grew a concern about the ever-increasing
significance of the multinational company as the means whereby individual economies
are integrated into a global economy, with a small number of very large companies
accounting for a disproportionately large number of the people in employment.
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WINDOW ON PRACTICE

At the Irish manufacturing subsidiary of a French company there are problems if

managers in the subsidiary are not competent in the native language of the parent

company.

Only three of the five local senior managers speak French, with various degrees of

proficiency. As many of the managers in France speak English, everyday contact

between the two countries is reasonable for even the non-French speakers in Ireland.

However, all the documentation, from technical forms to invoices, is in French so 

it is exceptionally difficult and often impossible for those who do not speak French 

to extract the full meaning and nuances of any written communication.

The biggest problem is at meetings in France, which are conducted entirely in

French. All five senior managers have to travel frequently to these meetings but most

of what is said is lost on the two who do not speak French and their input is minimal.

The effect of this is that the two managers lose the respect of their colleagues and

their authority and confidence are undermined, leading to some serious errors and 

to stress in situations where clear thinking and constant dialogue between the two

countries are required.
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Globalisation has become a dirty word, sparking demonstrations and being blamed
for many of the ills in the developing world, yet human resource management in any
business has to contend with the human resource implications of globalisation. There is
always an HRM dimension to any strategic initiative, and international moves perhaps
present the strongest case for the HRM specialist to be involved at the beginning in formu-
lating the overall approach, simply because the HRM implications and opportunities are
not all immediately obvious.

International HRM is a particular type of decentralisation and expansion of the HR
role. As an organisation increases its international activities, it inevitably steps up 
the degree of decentralisation, but internationalisation is not simply a form of decentral-
isation. It is the most complex form of decentralising operations and involves types of
difference – language, culture, economic and political systems, legislative frameworks,
management styles and conventions – that are not found in organisational growth and
diversification that stays within national boundaries.

In these circumstances human resource management logically follows, as well as
helping to shape, the strategic direction set by the financial, marketing and operational
decisions. In practice there may be a different pattern, as HR often remains one of the
last centralising forces because of the importance of such features of management as
equity, order, consistency and control.

Decentralisation is needed to empower subsidiaries, so that they become autonomous
units within a corporate family instead of being overseas subsidiaries of a parent com-
pany. Some features, like recruitment and industrial relations negotiations, are almost
entirely decentralised, so that there is little need for a coordinated, centrally driven policy.

Integration is expansion of the HR role to achieve the necessary coordination so that
the business remains whole. New features are added, like advanced schemes of remunera-
tion for expatriate employees, new forms of communication to ensure the necessary
‘corporate glue’. Although nearly all recruitment and selection is decentralised, a 
new activity will develop in the recruitment, selection and training for an elite corps of
international managers.

Another way of describing this is the concept of convergence and divergence, which was
first introduced to organisation theory by Kerr and colleagues (1960). This describes the
process of extending the principle of homogeneity across products and services throughout
the business in order to achieve efficiency in management and consistency for the customer.
Initially the focus was on mass production, using the term ‘Fordism’, coined in the United
States to describe the economic philosophy that prosperity and high corporate profits can
be achieved by high wages that allow the workers to purchase the output they produce.

Henry Ford improved mass production methods and developed the assembly line by
1910. He sold large numbers of inexpensive automobiles and made a fortune, while his
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ACTIVITY 4.2

In the website material for this chapter (see www.pearsoned.co.uk/torrington), in what

ways would you expect the make-up of the reward package for Willem to be different

from that of Charles, and why?
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employees became the highest paid factory workers in the world. This idealist approach
carried negative implications and Braverman (1974, 1994) argued that the type of 
managerial control of the production process that was needed was achieved by mono-
polising judgement, knowledge and decision making with the effect that workers lose
control of their work, the knowledge and their skill. This was applied not only to manual
workers, but to most white collar employees (‘the new middle class’) as well. Marxists
Antonio and Bonanno (2000) traced the development of Fordism and subsequent eco-
nomic stages to globalisation, emphasising routinised and intensified labour to promote
production. This has underpinned some of the large-scale protests against meetings 
of G8 heads of state in recent years. As the epitome of what the protesters object to,
Fordism has now turned into ‘McDonaldisation’, a description of the reach of stand-
ardised products and services into every part of the globe. A management perspective on
convergence is a little more benign:

Where organisations possess a strong corporate culture seen as vital to maintaining

competitive advantage, this is likely to be translated into standardisation of operating

methods, work organisation and employment policies. Although terms of employment

may be set locally, there may . . . be corporate co-ordination exercised according to

over-arching guiding principles embedded in corporate values. (Lucas et al. 2006)

Despite the apparent managerial benefits of convergence, a more divergent approach is
also widely practised, for two powerful reasons. One reason is cultural variation, which
is explored shortly, the other is labour market considerations. National labour markets
operate in quite different ways, due to different institutions, legal frameworks, labour
market conventions and national political and social factors. The pan-European ‘super-
jumbo’ Airbus 380 may revolutionise air travel or not, but it will certainly have a
significant effect – if it is ever built. In February 2007 the parent company EADS had to
postpone announcing details of its restructuring plans because Britain, France, Germany
and Spain could not agree on how to share the work. EADS Chief Executive Louis
Gallois expected to reveal how it planned to restructure to save around £3.4 billion over
the next three years. Mr Gallois urged the four countries to reach an agreement quickly,
saying the workforce ‘are eager to know how the future of their company, together with
their own future, is being shaped’.

This type of analysis is one framework for considering international human resource
management. Other members of management may deal with aspects of takeover and
merger, global computer systems, technology transfer and international investment, but
HR specialists will be concerned with such matters as comparative pay rates, perform-
ance assessment, employee voice in the business, employee relocation and expatriation,
cultural variation and communication.

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES IN MANAGEMENT

The history of the European Union in attempting to establish a supranational institution
is one of constant, but reluctant recognition of the stubbornness of national differences
and the accentuation of regional differences among, for instance, the Basques, the
Flemish and the Scottish. The cultural diversity and intensity of feeling on national
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issues in a close-knit and economically developed region like Western Europe indicates
the significance of cultural difference on a global scale. Nationality is important in
human resource management because of its effect on human behaviour and the con-
sequent constraints on management action.

Some things that initially appear specific to a particular national culture turn out to be
understood and welcomed in almost all cultures. Westernisation and globalisation are
prime targets for international terrorism because of the cultural values that are seen to
undermine the social cohesion of other cultures, as well as the apparent reluctance of
western governments to change their colonial assumptions and interference in the internal
affairs of other countries. Despite that widespread hostility Italian pizza has been adopted
in most countries of the world, and the expansion has been largely brought about by
Pizza Hut, which is owned by Pepsi-Cola, an American company known for a drink that
has also gone to every corner of the globe. Who would have expected that Muscovites
would daily queue up outside the largest McDonald’s in the world until it was overtaken
by the branch in Beijing? Few brands are more obviously global than Microsoft.

Newspapers and magazines in social democracies and socialist republics frequently
devote more space in twelve months to the British Royal Family than to any other topic,
despite the fact that the institution is utterly British and theoretically alien to their polit-
ical systems. Countless millions every day follow the fortunes of some very ordinary
people in the fictional Australian setting of Ramsey Street, Erinsborough, and even more
watch association football. The wide international acceptability of these things could
suggest that we are all members of the global village with converging tastes and values.
Yet certain facets of national culture remain deeply rooted and have a way of under-
mining that argument.

It is difficult to prove that any given language determines management behaviour in

specific ways. Nevertheless, it seems incontestable that the French have developed their

language as a precision tool for analysis and conceptualisation; that the Japanese use

their language as an emollient for creating an atmosphere conducive to harmonious

interaction; and that the Americans use their version of English as a store of snappy

neologisms to excite, distract and motivate. (Holden 1992)

HR professionals in businesses with an international dimension have a job that is forcing
them to be more internationally minded almost daily, yet they do not always realise the
impacts of different national cultures on management practices.

Cultural diversity in management is so extensive that anyone’s brain hurts when 
trying to comprehend it and then trying to remember the details. For example, to the
European, Israel is in the Middle East and has a government. To the Malaysian, Israel
is in West Asia and has a regime. The cultural range is so great that there is a danger of
international managers operating simply at the level of caricature, folklore and trivia,
such as learning how to present one’s business card to a Japanese person, or what it
means when a German takes his jacket off.

Hofstede

One approach to understanding the maze of cultural diversity is the classic study by
Geert Hofstede, first published in 1980 and then re-visited in 1984, 1988 and 1991. As
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with any original piece of work it has been criticised, but it remains the most convincing
analysis. One of his critics acknowledges:

The importance and value of Hofstede’s work cannot be overstated . . . the criticisms

levelled against him are dwarfed by the strengths of [his] work in comparing cultures and

applying cultural analysis to practical management problems . . . The four dimensions tap

into deep cultural values and allow significant comparisons to be made across national

cultures. To ignore his findings would be inexcusable. (Tayeb 2003, p. 71)

Hofstede (1980) analysed 116,000 questionnaires administered to employees of IBM in
seventy different countries and concluded that national cultures could be explained by
four key factors.

1 Individualism This is the extent to which people expect to look after themselves and
their family only. The opposite is collectivism, which has a tight social framework
and in which people expect to have a wider social responsibility to discharge because
others in the group will support them. Those of a collectivist persuasion believe they
owe absolute loyalty to their group.

2 Power distance This factor measures the extent to which the less powerful members
of the society accept the unequal distribution of power. In organisations this is the
degree of centralisation of authority and the exercise of autocratic leadership.

3 Uncertainty avoidance The future is always unknown, but some societies socialise
their members to accept this and take risks, while members of other societies have
been socialised to be made anxious about this and seek to compensate through the
security of law, religion or technology.

4 Masculinity The division of roles between the sexes varies from one society to
another. Where men are assertive and have dominant roles these values permeate the
whole of society and the organisations that make them up, so there is an emphasis on
showing off, performing, making money and achieving something visible. Where
there is a larger role for women, who are more service oriented with caring roles, the
values move towards concern for the environment and the quality of life, putting the
quality of relationships before the making of money.

Hofstede found some clear cultural differences between nationalities. A sample of scores
on the four criteria are in Table 4.1.

These findings were then compared with the large-scale British study of organisations
carried out in the 1970s (Pugh and Hickson 1976) and some unpublished analysis of
MBA students’ work at INSEAD, which suggested that there were clusters of national
cultures that coincided with different organisational principles, when Hofstede’s results
were plotted against two of his dimensions: uncertainty avoidance and power distance.
Hofstede argues (1991, pp. 140–6) that countries emphasising large power distance and
strong uncertainty avoidance were likely to produce forms of organisation that relied
heavily on hierarchy and clear orders from superiors: a pyramid of people.

In countries where there is small power distance and strong uncertainty avoidance
there would be an implicit form of organisation that relied on rules, procedures and
clear structure: a well-oiled machine.
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The implicit model of organisation in countries with small power distance and weak
uncertainty avoidance was a reliance on ad hoc solutions to problems as they arose, as
many of the problems could be boiled down to human relations difficulties: a village market.

The picture is completed by the fourth group of countries where there is large power
distance and weak uncertainty avoidance, where problems are resolved by constantly
referring to the boss who is like a father to an extended family, so there is concentration
of authority without structuring of activities. The implicit model of organisation here is:
the family. Table 4.2 shows which countries are in the different segments.

So now we have a classification of cultural diversity that helps us. Table 4.2 tells us
that the implicit form of organisation for Britain is a village market, for France it is a
pyramid of people, for Germany it is a well-oiled machine and for Hong Kong it is a
family. If we can understand the organisational realities and detail in those four coun-
tries, then this can provide clues about how to cope in Denmark, Ecuador, Austria or
Indonesia because they each share the implicit organisational form and implicit organ-
isational culture of one of the original four.

It is not quite as easy as that, because the clusters show only relative similarities and,
inevitably, other studies do not entirely agree with Hofstede (for example, Ronen and
Shenkar 1985), but there is sufficient agreement for us to regard the four-way classifica-
tion as useful, if not completely reliable, although all the research material was gathered
in the 1970s: there may have been radical changes since then.

Part 1 Introduction
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Criterion High Low

Power distance Mexico Austria
Philippines Denmark
Venezuela Israel
Yugoslavia New Zealand

Uncertainty Belgium Denmark
avoidance Greece Hong Kong

Japan Singapore
Portugal Sweden

Individualism Australia Colombia
Canada Pakistan
Great Britain Peru
United States Venezuela

Masculinity Austria Denmark
Italy Norway
Japan Sweden
Venezuela Yugoslavia

Table 4.1
Cultural
differences
between
nations

ACTIVITY 4.3

Identify your country and its type from those shown in Table 4.2. If it is not there, pick

one with which you are familiar.

1 Do you agree with Hofstede’s description of the type of organisation that is implicit?

2 Think of examples of how that implicit type of organisation affects HR activities.
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Hofstede’s second book produces a refinement of the uncertainty avoidance dimen-
sion: ‘Confucian dynamism’, or long-term versus short-term orientation. Later he used
the term ‘time orientation’ instead. Management researchers are typically from Western
Europe or the United States, with all the cultural bias that such an orientation involves.
Working with the Canadian Michael Bond, Hofstede used a Chinese value survey 
technique in a fresh study and uncovered a cultural variable that none of the original,
western, questions had reached. This was long-term orientation, and the highest scoring
countries on this dimension were China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan and South Korea.
Singapore was placed ninth. Leaving out the special case of China, we see that the other
five countries are those known as the ‘Five Dragons’ because of their dramatic rate of
economic growth in the 1980s.

Hofstede argues that countries in the West have derived their culture largely from the
three religions of Judaism, Christianity or Islam, all of which are centred on the asser-
tion of truth that is accessible to true believers, whereas none of the religions of the East
are based on the assertion that there is a truth that a human community can embrace.

They offer various ways in which a person can improve him/herself, however these do

not consist in believing but in ritual, meditation, or ways of living . . . What one does is

important. (ibid., p. 171)

The ‘Confucian’ values found attached to this long-term orientation included persever-
ance, clearly maintained status differentials, thrift, and having a sense of shame. In many
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Pyramid of people Well-oiled machine Village market Family

Arab-speaking Austria Australia East Africa
Argentina Costa Rica Britain Hong Kong
Belgium Finland Canada Indonesia
Brazil Germany Denmark India
Chile Israel Ireland Jamaica
Colombia Switzerland Netherlands Malaysia
Ecuador New Zealand Philippines
France Norway Singapore
Greece South Africa West Africa
Guatemala Sweden
Iran United States
Italy
Japan
Korea
Mexico
Pakistan
Panama
Peru
Portugal
Salvador
Spain
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
Uruguay
Venezuela
Yugoslavia

Table 4.2
Clusters of
countries
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ways these values are valuable for business growth, as they put social value on entre-
preneurial initiative, support the entrepreneur by the willing compliance of others seeking
a place in the system, encourage saving and investment, and put pressure on those who
do not meet obligations.

This suggests that international companies should consider the location of some of
their strategic activities in the East. This idea was reflected in a comment from an expert
on international human resource issues:

Philips is establishing centres of competence . . . their centre for long-range technology

development was recently moved from the United States to the Far East, where the time

orientation was seen as more conducive to innovation that the ‘quick fix’ mentality of

North America. (Evans et al. 1989, p. 116)

More recently there has been the widespread phenomenon of western companies 
locating their call centres outside the host country. This has been most common in
Anglophone countries which can take advantage of the extensive facility with English as
a first or second language in many countries.

A movement in the opposite direction has been by Japanese manufacturing into rural
locations in the USA:

Honda in Maryville, Ohio; Nissan in Smyrna, Tennessee and Mazda in Flat Rock,

Michigan. Tennessee is considered particularly attractive because of its similarities,

being non-union, having higher than average US productivity, a strong work ethic, racial

homogeneity, and using courtesy to resolve conflicts. (Schneider and Barsoux 2003, 

p. 55)

Hofstede’s work ignores all the countries of Russia and Eastern Europe, as well as the
Republic of China. The globalisation of management is now more real than at any time
previously, but our understanding of how different cultures alter the HRM process is
still slight.

From a strategic perspective cultural diversity has many implications for human
resource management. Hodgetts and Luthans (1991, p. 36) have selected some of these
where the culture of a society can directly affect management approaches.

1 The centralisation of decision making In some societies (especially the pyramid of
people type) all important decisions are taken by a small number of managers in
senior positions. In other societies (like the village markets) decision making is more
decentralised. In a joint venture between two dissimilar societies, not only will these
differences of approach need to be recognised, but management systems will have to
enable members of the two cultures to understand each other and work together.

2 Rewards and competition The level of financial rewards between countries can be 
a problem, when those in country A appear to receive much more money than those
in country B for doing the same job, but a more subtle difference is the way in which
rewards are disbursed. In some instances there is a culture favouring individual 
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recognition, whilst elsewhere there is a convention of group rewards. Similarly some
societies encourage competition rather than cooperation, and in others the reverse
applies.

3 Risk As Hofstede demonstrated in his first study, attitudes towards taking risks are a
clear discriminator between cultures, with marked variations of uncertainty avoidance.

4 Formality The well-oiled machine cultures place great emphasis on clear procedures
and strict rules, while pyramid of people cultures emphasise clear hierarchies and
observance of rank. This contrasts strongly with the village market type societies
where relationships are more informal and ad hoc action more likely.

5 Organisational loyalty In Japan there tends to be a strong sense of loyalty to one’s
employer, while in Britain and the United States there is a growing sense of identifica-
tion with one’s occupational group, rather than with a particular employer. The long-
standing importance of professional bodies and the declining long-term reliability of
corporations to look after one’s career development have increased this loyalty to
one’s occupation rather than to one’s employer.

6 Short or long-term orientation Hofstede’s identification of an eastern predilection
for the long-term is beginning to influence strategic decisions on where to locate those
organisational activities for which long-term thinking is particularly appropriate.

Table 4.2 gives us a rough guide to similarities between national cultures and the
classification gives us some route markings through the cultural maze. We also have the
long-term orientation of Confucian dynamism, which can guide thinking on a number
of strategic issues in international management.

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION AND COORDINATION

Communicating across geographical, ethnic and national boundaries is a major chal-
lenge for HR people. Brandt and Hulbert (1976) studied organisational feedback in 
a number of multinational companies that had their headquarters in Europe, Japan and
the United States. They found that the American organisations had many more feedback
reports and meetings between headquarters and subsidiaries than their European or
Japanese counterparts. In contrast, Pascale (1978) found that Japanese managers in Japan
used face-to-face contacts more than American managers as well as more upwards and
lateral communication. Japanese managers in America used communication in the same
way as Americans.

Some barriers to effective international communication

There are various ways in which expectation determines communication content and 
all can impair the accuracy of message transmission. Several of these – the frame of 
reference, stereotyping and cognitive dissonance – are explained in the Part 1 Focus on
skills. Such problems are compounded by geographical distance, cultural differences 
and subtleties of language.

The clearest example of contrasted frames of reference is when international expan-
sion is by the route of acquisition. Employees in the acquired company will feel a greater
sense of community with each other than with those who have acquired them. They will
see corporate affairs from their own standpoint and will tend to be cautious in their
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behaviour and suspicious in their interpretation of what they hear from their new 
owners. Every acquisition has this problem, but international acquisition is beset by 
particular problems.

Despite all attempts to forge a common identity, companies in different countries will
take pride in their own accomplishments and informally disparage the accomplishments
of other national groups. As long as this stimulates healthy competition, rivalry can
benefit the business, but it quickly becomes destructive, like the situation of the car
assembly plant in Britain which constantly rejected and returned gear boxes made by the
same company in Germany. National boundaries produce distorted ideas about the
‘other’ people, whose achievements are underestimated and undervalued in comparison
with the achievements of your own group, which may be overestimated.

Among the stereotypes allegedly held by Anglo-Saxons are that Germans are 
thorough and unimaginative, the French are romantic and obsessed with status, the
Chinese all look the same, Americans are loud and brash, the English are reserved and
aloof, Arabs are fatalists, Spaniards are haughty, and so on.

Our review of culture was partly an account of national stereotypes and exemplifies
the problem: we need to understand general differences in behaviour and attitude that
are rooted in cultural diversity, otherwise we will be misunderstood in what we say 
and will misinterpret what we hear, but we must avoid the trap of assuming that all
nationals conform precisely to a single model. Not all the Irish are talkative and not all
the Scots are mean.

In dealing with foreigners, some well-informed stereotyping can avoid initial offence
and misunderstanding, but it must give way to more sensitive behaviour as the other
person is evaluated and better understood.

Cognitive dissonance does more than lead to misunderstanding; it can also distort 
or inhibit action. Not only do recipients of information find it difficult to understand,
remember and take action, they will also grapple with the dissonance that the problem-
atical new information presents. One of the ways in which they do this is to distort the
message so that what they actually hear is what they expect to hear and can easily under-
stand rather than the difficult, challenging information that is being put to them.

There are frequent problems with language. In Shell International there used to be a
term to describe the purpose of certain types of meeting as ‘flocking’, which is a wonder-
fully precise term to express the nature and purpose of those particular gatherings that
take place, yet French and German people have great difficulty in understanding the
nuances of the term, because neither language has an equivalent that distinguishes
between, for example, flocking and herding.

The problem of jargon is where a word or a phrase has a specialised meaning that is
immediately understandable by those in the know, but meaningless or misleading to
those who do not share the specialised knowledge. The Maslow hierarchy of human
needs is by now quite well known in management circles. On one occasion a lecturer
was describing the ideas that were implicit in this notion and was surprised some
months later in an examination script to see that one of the students had heard not ‘hier-
archy’ but ‘high Iraqui’. The unfamiliarity of the word ‘hierarchy’ had been completely
misinterpreted by that particular student, who had imposed her own meaning on the
words because of the need to make sense of what she heard. Professor Eugene McKinna
relates how he was lecturing on the same subject of motivation, describing job enlarge-
ment and job enrichment. After the lecture a puzzled student asked him, ‘what exactly
was the job in Richmond?’
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The value of jargon in international management is that the jargon quickly becomes
universally understood by the experts, no matter what their nationality. Botany, Medicine
and Chemistry are fields where a specialist can probably understand a technical paper
no matter what the language may be. Sheet music is covered in Italian words that have
no neat translation and no need for translation as they are universally understood by
musicians. Management is moving in that direction, with PC, salaryman, JIT, QWL,
TQM, WLB and all the new language of computing.

A quite different aspect of communication for HR people in international business is
disseminating information and other messages within the organisation to help develop
corporate culture, a sense of collaboration across national boundaries in order to integ-
rate the business, with members of the different units in the business understanding, 
for instance, why a company has been acquired in South America, even though it seems
to threaten the livelihood of some parts of the parent organisation. Comprehensive 
communication can raise awareness of the wider market and the opportunities that are
waiting to be grasped.

There is a need for constant communication throughout the business to disseminate
information and to sustain changing values. The organisation must operate holistically.
It is not the sum of its parts: the whole exists in every part, like the human body. If 
you are ill a doctor can obtain information about your illness from any part of you. A
sample of your blood or the taking of your temperature is just as good wherever it comes
from. If you are to be protected against cholera, which attacks the intestines, you have
an injection in your arm. If you are about to be shot in the chest, your entire body will
shiver in fear.

When a company is operating internationally, one logical main channel for commun-
ication could be the workflow pattern. If a washing machine is produced by manu-
facturing electronic components in California, sub-assemblies and wiring harnesses in
Korea and final assembly in Scotland, there is an easy sequence to follow. Job instruc-
tions, guidance notes, queries, telephone calls, specifications, requisitions, authorisa-
tions, order forms are some of the many ways in which groups of people communicate
with those before and after them in the workflow, or critically adjacent to the process,
like the HR people. Among the most effective international communicators are airlines,
as their entire business is moving not only customers but also staff constantly across
national boundaries to different organisational outposts of the business: the business
activity creates the communications. All international businesses require centralised,
coordinated communications to create a common purpose and to share ideas and
benefits, but those that do not have a natural workflow link across national boundaries
will have this need more highly developed.

The communications management challenge for international human resource man-
agement is at two extremes. At one is the personal behaviour and skill of individual 
people in making themselves understood, persuading others to do things, negotiating
agreements with people from different cultural backgrounds, overcoming language 
barriers, appreciating different frames of reference and developing heightened sensit-
ivity to varying behavioural norms and conventions. Communication is an individual
activity, reflecting personal style and the HRM requirement is for cultural awareness
and perhaps language training. In this type of communication the manager is a skilled
solo performer.

The other extreme is impersonal and systemic, more concerned with channels of 
communication than with individual behaviour, and more concerned with systematic
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distribution of carefully chosen information and the organisation of communications
opportunities. In this type of communication the manager metaphorically writes the
score and then conducts the orchestra.

Although the forms of communication are so different, they are also linked. Organ-
isational communication is only as good as the quality of interpersonal communication
that is taking place.

consistent patterns of interaction begin to develop when a group of individuals, in

response to certain characteristics and needs of the environment, create a system of

patterned activities for the accomplishment of a specific task. The process by which

these relationships are formed and maintained is interpersonal communication. 

(Baskin and Aronoff 1980, p. 7)

It is not practicable for employees to develop confidence in a communications system;
they can only acquire confidence in what the system produces and in those other 
members of the organisation with whom they interact. That confidence is built by the
substance of what people say and do, but also by a climate in which people feel encouraged
to express ideas, make suggestions and question decisions they cannot understand.
Communications and behaviour are so closely interlinked that everything influencing
behaviour also influences communication.

Coordination

Managers working internationally give themselves major problems of coordination by
adopting measures that they see as necessary for business success. On the one hand they
have to encourage diversity of local action, so that what is done fits local circumstances.
On the other hand their global thinking requires careful coordination as the way to 
synergy, so that the global business does more and better together than it could possibly
achieve as a number of independent units.

Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) described three conventional approaches to coordination
that were used, stemming from the nationality of the parent company, the Japanese, the
American and the European.

Japanese centralisation

The typical Japanese approach is for a strong headquarters group to keep for themselves
all major decisions and frequently to intervene in the affairs of overseas subsidiaries.
This appears to stem from their difficulty in dealing with foreigners:

a major strategic challenge for Japanese firms is to accept that non-Japanese must

somehow be given more direct responsibility and opportunity for promotion within the

company at local level . . . there has to be letting-go from the centre. But this is no easy

thing. For companies must overcome severe impediments associated with wariness,

distrust and lack of knowledge about the world beyond Japan. (Holden 1994, p. 127)
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American formalisation

The American approach is described as formalisation. Power is vested not in head-
quarters or in the managers of local companies, but in formal systems, policies and 
standards, so that it is the systems that drive the business. Many American businesses
went international at the time that the use of control systems was being rapidly devel-
oped to cope with the large size of the businesses. The idea of delegation and holding
others accountable by means of extensive computerised information systems seemed
eminently suitable for operating the increasing number of overseas units, especially
when one remembers the apparent unpopularity of overseas postings among American
managers (e.g. Tung and Miller 1990).

European socialisation

In European companies the approach to coordination is described as socialisation.
There has been a reliance on key, highly skilled and trusted individuals. These people
were carefully selected and developed a detailed understanding of the company’s objec-
tives and methods. Their personal development included the establishment of close
working relationships and mutual understanding with colleagues. Once groomed these
key decision-makers were despatched to manage the subsidiaries, so that the head-
quarters and the subsidiaries were both strengthened.

because it relies on shared values and objectives, it represents a more robust 

and flexible means of co-ordination. Decisions reached by negotiations between

knowledgeable groups with common objectives should be much better than those 

made by superior authority or by standard policy. (Bartlett and Ghoshal 1989, p. 163)

These three different approaches worked best for companies headquartered in those
three regions of the globe. As the world becomes smaller and companies become more
diverse, with subsidiaries that are fully mature, more sophisticated methods are needed:
companies are not international, but global. The influence of the parent company’s
national culture remains strong, but there is a cosmopolitan tendency gradually blurring
some of the traditional boundaries. Before getting too excited about this we should
remember the post-Hofstede research of Laurent (1989) that differences in values and
beliefs tend to survive the growing homogeneity of business practices. He showed that
French and American managers working in the same division of a large US oil company
expressed more diverse views about the role of managers than French and American
managers from different companies.

Increasing the range of coordination methods

Any management will benefit from considering additional methods of coordination.
Some of our suggestions will fit well with their current practice, adding to their strength;
others will not yet seem suitable, others will not seem suitable at all.

The first suggestion is summed up by using the word evangelisation, to describe 
winning the acceptance throughout the business of a common mission and a shared 
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purpose. The need to win hearts and minds has been a thread in management thinking
for many years, but it is particularly significant in the international or global business
because of the number of barriers to be overcome in coordination, especially the barriers
of language, culture, national boundaries and parochial self-interest. It is a remarkable
management team who, for instance, will be able to commit themselves with enthusiasm
to closing down their local operation on the grounds that the business as a whole will
benefit if an operation in another country is developed instead.

Coordination by evangelisation works through shared belief. The beliefs may be
interpreted in different ways and may produce varied behaviours, but there is the
attempt to spread relatively simple doctrines to which members of the business subscribe
and through which they are energised. Some readers of this book will have learned their
catechism as children, or will know the Gettysburg Address by heart. Although this may
seem inappropriate to the business world, in the 1970s a British company, Vitafoam,
was established by a man who required his senior executives to copy out his annual 
policy statement by hand, three times, before handing it back to him. It is now common-
place for companies to have mission statements, which come close to being unifying 
articles of faith.

Evangelisation also works through parables. We all love a good story and we learn
from the message that the stories convey. Ed Schein (2004, pp. 237–42) identified ‘stories
and legends’ as one of the key mechanisms for articulating and reinforcing the organ-
isation’s culture. The company house magazine partly serves the purpose of circulating
the good news about heroic deeds in all parts of the company network. Better are the
word of mouth exchanges and accounts of personal experience. Those who visit another
country have to be fully exploited when they return. Returning expatriates have stories
to tell to all members of the company to which they are coming back, not just to the
senior managers conducting the debriefing. There are many problems in repatriation,
but one of the best ways of getting re-established is to share one’s overseas experience
widely, with as many people as possible, covering the full range of their experiences.
Occasional visitors to other branches of the business also need to be encouraged to 
tell their stories. They return with important technical understandings that need to 
be shared, but they also return with an awareness of the visited company which can 
contribute to the bonding between units. On a tedious flight between Istanbul and
Singapore, an Australian businesswoman spent over an hour sorting through a large
number of holiday snaps, explaining that she regarded them as the most important pre-
sent she could bring back. Her male colleagues brought back photographs of machine
parts, warehouse layout, operational equipment and production processes. These were
used at important debriefing sessions with fellow managers. She brought back pictures
of people and places, of food and mealtimes, of cluttered offices and what was put up
on the office walls. These were handed round and explained in casual encounters over
coffee, on the way to and from meetings and at dinner parties.

Evangelisation can use apostles, ambassadors sent out to preach the faith. These 
are those management role holders who are constantly on the move. Because of their 
frequent movement they know the worldwide organisation well and can describe 
one component to another, explaining company policy, justifying particular decisions
and countering parochial thinking. They can also move ideas around (‘In Seoul they 
are wondering about . . . what do think?’) and help in the development of individual
networks (‘Try getting in touch with Oscar Jennings in Pittsburgh . . . he had similar
problems a few weeks ago’).
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At times of crisis, apostles are likely to be especially busy, countering rumour and
strengthening resolve. In mature companies apostles will have home bases in different
regions, just as expatriates will move in various directions and not simply from the 
centre out, but before the business reaches maturity it will probably be important that
most of the apostles come from headquarters and have personally met, and can tell stories
about, the founder.

Coordination can be improved by the development and promulgation of standards and
norms. Many British companies have sought the accreditation of BS 5750, the British
Standard for quality, others claim to be equal opportunity employers. Global companies
will wish to set standards for many aspects of their operation. Cynthia Haddock (1992)
describes how Shell develop and maintain standards relating to alcohol and drug abuse.
If standards are adopted throughout a global company, they become a form of coordina-
tion. Furthermore it is not necessary for all of them to be developed at the centre.
Decentralised standard formulation can enable different parts of the global business to
take a lead as a preliminary to universal adoption of the standard they have formulated:
an excellent method of integration.

Few businesses will be able to develop universally applicable standards in all aspects
of human resource management. Many manufacturing developments in Asia have
occurred for the explicit reason that the area enables organisations to enjoy the bene-
fits of low labour costs. It is most unlikely that the American/European/Japanese 
parent company would develop a company-wide standard on the level of pay rates in
manufacturing. In contrast a company-wide standard set of terms and conditions for
expatriate assignment would be much more feasible.

There is obvious scope for coordination through systems. Many global businesses are
dominated by a single system, which reaches every part of the business. Any international
airline has a ticketing and booking system which links thousands of computer terminals
in order to operate the airline. The system is only useful if it provides the global link, and
provision of the systems link constantly reinforces with all personnel the interrelationship
of the airline’s activities in all countries where it operates. Although that is a specialised
example, all businesses have systems and they can be developed to avoid duplication and
overlap, so that in one country a team develops a spare part retrieval system that is quickly
adopted for use throughout the business, while in another country they concentrate on
an aspect of accounting procedures or systematic advice on training opportunities.

A similar approach is to concentrate capability by encouraging the development of
particular expertise in different locations, but for group-wide application and exploita-
tion. Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989, p. 106) offer the intriguing example of how Teletext
was developed by Philips. Because of an interest from the BBC, the British Philips sub-
sidiary began work on the possibility of transmitting text and simple diagrams through
a domestic television set. Within Philips generally it was regarded as ‘a typical British
toy – quite fancy but not very useful’. Despite little encouragement and sales that were
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initially disappointing, the British persisted. Ten years after starting work, there were
three million Teletext receivers in use in Britain and Philips had established a world lead
in a product for which there was initially only a British market.

SUMMARY PROPOSITIONS

4.1 International human resource management is a subject that still lacks an accepted

definition and content. A central feature is convergence or divergence in HR policy

and practice.

4.2 Much international management activity is through multinational companies and their

policies of globalisation.

4.3 Understanding cultural diversity is crucial. Work by Hofstede has identified four dis-

tinguishing factors of national culture: individualism, power distance, uncertainty avoid-

ance and masculinity. He later added a fifth: Confucian dynamism or time orientation.

4.4 Hofstede also concluded that organisations within certain cultures had one of four

dominant value systems, so that they would resemble a pyramid of people, a well-

oiled machine, a village market or a family.

4.5 Problems of communication in any international business are made more difficult by

different frames of reference, stereotyping, cognitive dissonance and language.

4.6 Traditional forms of coordination can be roughly stereotyped as Japanese centralisa-

tion, American formalisation or European socialisation.

4.7 More particular forms of coordination include evangelisation, standards and norms,

systems and locating capability.

GENERAL DISCUSSION TOPICS

1 Multinational companies tend to be unpopular with social activists, who mount demonstra-
tions against their apparent greed and serious impact on some of the societies in which they
operate. What are the arguments for and against this point of view?

2 Can an HRM manager from one culture carry out a line management role working in a dif-
ferent culture?

3 Have you come across examples of American formalisation, Japanese centralisation and European
socialisation? How do they conflict? What is the practical implication of these variations?

FURTHER READING

Tayeb, M. (2003) International Management: Theories and Practices. Harlow: Prentice Hall.
This provides a recent general treatment of international management. It has five chapters on cul-
ture, two on communication and three on managing employees in different cultures and contains
a very well-informed chapter on international HRM by P.S. Budhwar.

Trompenaars, F. and Hampden-Turner, C. (1998) Riding the Waves of Culture: Understanding
Cultural Diversity in Business, 2nd edn. New York: McGraw-Hill.
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This is a major work on culture. It sets out the findings of the authors’ extensive research, but also
includes much practical advice.

Dowling, P.J., Welch, D.E. and Schuler, R.S. (1999) International Dimensions of Human
Resource Management. Cincinnati: South Western College Publishing.
Texts on international human resource management are very varied and usually selective, and
concentrate on one or two aspects at the expense of others (like this chapter). One exception is
this book.

Lucas, R., Lupton, B. and Mathieson, H. (2006) Human Resource Management in an Inter-
national Context. London: CIPD.
This is a valuable recent edited text on international HRM.

Mead, R. (1990) Cross-Cultural Management Communication. Chichester: Wiley.
This is useful on communication.

Smethurst, S. (2006) ‘Worldly Pursuit’, People Management, 29 June, pp. 40–3.
This describes some of the courses available in international management.

CIPD guide, International Management Development.
This can be downloaded from www.cipd.co.uk/training/td/MLD.

WEB LINKS

The International Labour Organisation is at www.ilo.org

Another international body is the World Federation of Personnel Management Associations at
www.wfpma.com

A selection of national bodies is:

Australian Human Resources Institute at www.ahri.com.au

British Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development at www.cipd.co.uk

Hong Kong Institute of Human Resource Management at www.hkihrm.org

Japanese Society for Human Resource Management at www.jshrm.org

United States Society for Human Resource Management at www.shrm.org
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Part 1 FOCUS ON SKILLS

INTERACTIVE SKILL 1: 
FACE-TO-FACE SKILLS

It is not by luck that the most successful self-help book ever

published, Dale Carnegie’s How to Win Friends and Influence

People, sold no fewer than 16,000,000 copies over seventy

years. The ability to influence people is an ambition of most

human beings and is fundamental to HR management.

Professor Tom Lupton was the second Director of

Manchester Business School and a distinguished industrial

relations academic. On one occasion he was addressing 

the national conference of the Institute of Personnel

Management on the importance of personnel people being

involved in strategy because, ‘otherwise all you have left is

selling it to the lads’. Yet that is precisely where skill is really

needed: not working out what to do, but getting people to

share that understanding and then making it happen. The 

latest theoretical explanation of this is in the concept of social

intelligence (Goldman 2006). The core expertise of HR 

specialists is skill in interaction and handling of face-to-face

situations effectively is essential throughout human resource

management. As well as being articulate and receptive in any

face-to-face situation, HR specialists need to develop their

skills in various types of encounter.
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The recruiter has to be effective in the highly specialised interaction of the selection
interview, where the task is to find out relevant information about an applicant on
which to base a judgement as to whether or not that person would match the skills,
experience and attitudes required in the job to be filled. That information will only come
from an applicant who has confidence in the interviewer’s integrity and who volunteers
the information, responding willingly and helpfully to the questions that are posed.

The industrial relations manager, in contrast, needs to be an effective negotiator,
explaining a position that those on the other side of the table may not appreciate and
who have themselves a position which the industrial relations manager may not appre-
ciate. Common ground has to be established, differences clarified and possibilities for
reconciling those differences explored.

Both interactions have things in common, but they require different skills. Each Part
of this book is rounded up by focusing on an interaction central to the theme of the Part.
Understanding that interaction helps with understanding the other activities that have
been reviewed.

Our objectives in this introductory Focus on skills are to:

1 Explain what makes for effectiveness in interaction

2 Explain the different types of interaction

3 Review the fundamental skills of (a) setting the tone, (b) listening, (c) questioning
and (d) feedback

There is also a brief case study, typical examination questions and some suggested
weblinks.

Effectiveness in interaction

In the remainder of this Focus on skills we concentrate on methods, including the need
to understand non-verbal behaviour. We all reveal our feelings by what we do as well as
in what we say. Someone blushing is obviously embarrassed and someone crying is
clearly distressed, but there are a host of other signs or tells that indicate what a person
is feeling. The person who is able to read these signals has a great advantage in inter-
actions. The term ‘tell’ comes from the study of poker players, who are as anxious to
conceal their own hand as they are to guess what is in someone else’s (Caro 1994). It is
an interesting feature of human behaviour that we all lie when we think it will help us
socially. Those of you who are outraged by that comment because of your personal 
honesty and integrity, remember the word ‘socially’ in the above sentence. As H.G.
Wells said a century ago:

The social contract is . . . a vast conspiracy of human beings to lie and humbug

themselves and one another for the general good. Lies are the mortar that bind the

savage individual man into the social masonry. (Love and Mr Lewisham, 1900)

A contemporary, albeit light-hearted, treatment of this need to lie in order to main-
tain the fabric of social relationships is in King (2007).
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Effective face-to-face people are likely to have some basic qualities. Poise enables a
person to be at ease in a wide variety of social situations, often enjoying them, and able
to talk with different types of people in a relaxed and self-confident way. This self-
confidence comes partly from the feedback of willing responses constantly provided by
other people.

Another element of poise is knowing what you are talking about, so we demonstrate
our poise much more in situations with which we are familiar than we do in strange 
circumstances. There is less fear of what the other may say and less apprehension about
appearing naive. Questions, and even criticism, are easier to deal with and are often
wanted, so stimulating the interchange.

Poise is often associated with maturity, due to a person having succeeded in develop-
ing a rounded view of themselves without feeling too much anxiety about the possible
adverse opinions of others. The process of acquiring poise can be accelerated by the
experience of meeting a variety of people from differing backgrounds.

A necessary adjunct to poise is the quality of being responsive to the needs, feelings
and level of understanding in other people. This prevents poise from becoming too 
egocentric. The teacher, for instance, will be looking for signs of misunderstanding in
the student so that the message can be restated or clarified, and the market research
interviewer will be looking for signals that the question has been accurately construed,
or that it needs elaboration. Responsiveness can also include offering rewards, like
friendliness, warmth, sympathy and helpfulness as features of general style or as part 
of a relationship with other participants. These not only sustain and strengthen the 
relationship, but may also be held back as a means of trying to get one’s own way.

There are certain general problems that impair effectiveness. They mostly concern ways
in which people tend to hear what they expect to hear rather than what they are being told.

The frame of reference is the standpoint from which a person views an issue, and
understanding of the issue will be shaped by that perspective rather than any abstract
‘reality’. It is a set of basic assumptions or standards that frame our behaviour. These
are developed through childhood conditioning, through social background, education
and through our affiliations. Differences in the frames of reference held by participants
in interactions present inescapable problems. Can Israelis and Arabs ever really under-
stand each other? How can those who manage and direct ever appreciate the point of
view of those who are managed and directed?

The frame of reference on any particular matter is largely determined by opinions
developed within a group with which we identify, as few of us alter our opinions 
alone. We both follow and help to shape opinion in our group, and most of us are in a
number of such reference groups. Because of this, complexities arise: some people can
be vociferously anti-union as citizens and voters in general elections, yet support a union
of which they are members at their workplace.

The stereotype is the standardised expectation we have of those who have certain dom-
inant characteristics: typical stereotypes are that all Scots are mean, all shop stewards
are disruptive, women are more caring than men, and that men are more aggressive 
than women. The behaviour of some people in a category makes us expect all in that 
category to behave in the same way. This is obviously invalid, but is a tendency to 
which we are prone. We must always listen to what people are actually saying to us
rather than hearing what we think a person of that type would say.

Making use of stereotypes is necessary at the start of working relationships; it is not
feasible to deal with every individual we meet as being a void until we have collected
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enough information to know how to treat them, so we always try to find a pigeon-hole
in which to put someone. We begin conversations with a working stereotype, so that,
for example, we stop someone in the street to ask directions only after we have selected
a person who looks intelligent and sympathetic. If we are giving directions to a stranger
we begin our explanation having made an assessment of their ability to understand quickly,
or their need for a more detailed, painstaking explanation. The stereotype becomes a
handicap only when we remain insensitive to new information enabling us to develop a
fuller and more rational appraisal of the individual with whom we are interacting.

Being aware of the dangers of stereotyping others, and trying to exercise self-
discipline, can reduce the degree to which you misunderstand other people, but you still
have the problem that your respondents will put you into a stereotype and hear what
you say in accordance with whatever their predetermined notion may be.

Cognitive dissonance is the difficulty we all have in coping with behaviour that is 
not consistent with our beliefs. Such behaviour will make us uncomfortable and we will
try to cope with the dissonance in various ways in order to reduce the discomfort. Either
we persuade ourselves that we believe in what we are doing, or we avoid the necessary
behaviour. We all interpret or decode words that we hear in order to make sense of
them. If we decode the words we hear in a way that does not agree with what we believe,
then we tend to reinterpret them in a way that we can believe.

Different types of interaction

Meetings are needed to make decisions, to overcome misunderstanding and to develop
ideas. Interviews are used for selection, discipline, appraisal, counselling, problem solving
and grievance handling. Managers ‘put things across’ in selling, persuasion, presentation
and negotiation.

It is helpful to group interactions into four broad types: enquiry, exposition, joint
problem solving and conflict resolution, as indicated in Figure 1.1.

Enquiry is that group of situations where the HR specialist needs to find things out
from someone else, with the selection interview being the classic example. What needs
to be found out may be factual information, attitudes, feelings, levels of understanding
or misunderstanding. The main skill is in types of questioning.

Part 1 Introduction
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Figure 1.1
Four categories
of interaction
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Exposition is almost the direct opposite. Instead of finding things out, the HR person
is trying to convey information, to develop in the other person a level of knowledge and
understanding, acceptance of an argument or agreement with a proposition. Although
some questioning is often an integral part of exposition, the main skill is in clear articu-
lation, fluency, good organisation of material and effective illustration.

Joint problem solving is a different type of activity as it involves developing an
exchange in which both parties work together to unravel a problem or understand a situ-
ation which neither fully understands beforehand. It is not one person transferring an
‘answer’ to another, but both trying to understand together something which they can
only partly understand alone. The skills involve some questioning and explanation, but
also careful listening and feedback.

Joint problem solving assumes that both parties trust each other and see a common
interest in helping the other. Conflict resolution begins without that mutual confidence,
as the parties have interests that inevitably conflict and they are not likely fully to trust
each other. The skills here are first those of presentation and then listening, questioning
and feedback.

A very specialised skill is that of chairing, which is dealt with at the end of the book.

Fundamental skills in setting the tone

Any interaction begins by someone setting the tone of what is to follow. A shop assist-
ant who says, ‘Can I help you’, or the strangely common, ‘Are you all right there?’ is 
trying to set a tone of knowledgeable helpfulness to a customer that might eventually
result in a sale. It is the inclusion of the apparently superfluous ‘there’ that is puzzling.
Of course you are there; where else would you be? Presumably the reason is to make 
the question less blunt, avoiding the implication that you are not all right. The HR 
specialist will set the tone of a selection interview, for instance, by explaining what is 
to happen and providing other contextual information that will enable the candidate 
to engage in the process constructively. There will also be a process of conveying 
more subtle messages to say, ‘I’m in charge; I know what I’m doing; you can trust 
me’. In other interactions the way of setting the tone is different, but some features 
are common:

• Speak first.

• Smile, looking confident and relaxed (much easier said than done).

• Have brief, harmless exchanges that enable the parties to speak to each other without
the answers mattering (weather, travel problems, etc.), but always react appropriately
to answers.

• Explain your understanding of what is to happen.

• Check that that is understood and accepted.

Fundamental skills in listening

Tone of voice

Different feelings express themselves in different voice characteristics. Possible meanings
for various characteristics are tabulated overleaf:
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